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ABSTRACT 
In this dissertation, we present the development and integration of a passive 
ethylene gas sensor with triangular microstrip patch antenna for wireless monitoring of 
climacteric fruit freshness. The existing ethylene sensors are mostly SnC>2 resistor based 
active sensors, fabricated on rigid substrates requiring high fabrication temperatures and 
cannot be used for wireless applications. The proposed passive ethylene gas sensor is a 
novel nanoparticle based SnC>2 capacitive sensor which, unlike the other existing SnCh 
resistor based active thick film and thin film sensors, consists of 10 nm to 15 nm SnC>2 
nanoparticles coated as a thin dielectric film of 1300 nm thickness. The nanoscale particle 
size and film thickness of the sensing dielectric layer in the capacitor model aids in 
sensing ethylene at room temperature and eliminates the need for micro hotplates used in 
existing SnC>2 based resistive sensors. In comparison to the high sintering deposition 
temperatures used for many currently available ethylene sensors fabricated on rigid 
substrates, the Sn02 sensing layer is deposited using a room temperature dip coating 
process on flexible polyimide substrates. The capacitive sensor fabricated with pure SnC>2 
nanoparticles as the dielectric showed a 5 pF change in capacitance when ethylene gas 
concentration was increased from 0 to 100 ppm. The change in capacitance was increased 
to 7 pF by introducing a 10 nm layer of platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd) alloy deposited 
by sputter deposition. This also improved the selectivity of the sensor to ethylene mixed 
in a CO2 gas environment. The response time was decreased to 3 min for SnC>2 samples 
iii 
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with Pt/Pd layer (5 min for pure S11O2 samples) and its recovery time was decreased to 5 
min compared to 7 min for pure SnC>2 samples. 
The passive S n d capacitive ethylene sensor is integrated with a triangular 
microstrip patch antenna using capacitively loaded integration methodology which 
represents a one of a kind passive wireless sensor tag used for detecting freshness of 
climacteric fruit. The integration methodology adapted also reduced the size of the 
triangular patch antenna by 63 percent. The decrease in sensor capacitance due to the 
presence of ethylene (0 to 100 ppm) changes the antenna resonant frequency by 7 MHz 
and return loss by 9.5 dB, which makes the system reliable for far field wireless ethylene 
monitoring applications. The sensor tag output was also detected using an RFID reader 
showing a change in demodulated signal amplitude of 3 mV. Experimental result is 
presented for detecting multiple sensor tags at varying distances based on the wireless 
measurement of return loss which eliminates the common distance problem existing in 
backscatter signal based tags. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Postharvest handling of fruits is one of the key factors in enriching the quality of 
fruits reaching the consumers. The harvested fruits are susceptible to several types of 
damage during storage and transport, which result in huge monetary losses. The research 
presented in this dissertation involves the realization of a passive wireless sensor tag for 
monitoring the freshness of climacteric fruits during postharvest storage and transport. 
The sensor tag is comprised of a passive ethylene gas sensor to detect ethylene gas 
emanated from climacteric fruits at various stages of ripening. The sensor is also 
integrated with a triangular microstrip patch antenna to interact wirelessly with a reader. 
The reader can receive data from the sensor tag, interpret, and conclude whether the fruit 
is raw, ripe, overripe, or spoilt. This passive wireless sensor tag will aid in the continuous 
monitoring of climacteric fruits in postharvest storage and transport which not only 
enhances consumer satisfaction, but also gives tremendous boost to the farmer's produce 
value by early detection of fruits in the process of spoilage. 
1.1 Postharvest Handling of Fruits 
The postharvest handling process of fruits consists of temporary storage in the 
production field, packaging, transportation, and retail storage [1]. Physical damages to 
1 
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fruits occur because of improper handling in warehouse storage facilities, packaging, and 
transportation. Environmental damages occur during storage and transportation due to 
inappropriate temperature conditions resulting in either high temperature burns or chilling 
injuries. Damages due to diseases caused by organisms occur during all stages of 
produce, packaging, storage and transport. All the above mentioned damages result in 
accelerated rotting. Even though modern automated produce handling equipments, 
temperature controlled warehouse facilities, and postharvest pest control treatments have 
reduced losses and increased shelf life, ripeness accelerating gas emanated by the 
climacteric fruit itself still pose a great threat to postharvest damages. 
1.2 Ethylene and Fruit Ripening 
Ethylene is a naturally occurring gaseous plant hormone which affects the growth 
and development in all plants [2]. It is the key factor for initiating the ripening process in 
many fruits and for accelerating the aging process, thereby reducing the quality and shelf 
life of produce during postharvest transits. Based on the emission of ethylene during the 
ripening process, all fruits are classified into climacteric and non-climacteric. Climacteric 
fruits have a high respiration rate during the process of ripening and thereby produce high 
levels of ethylene gas. Also, the presence of ethylene gas initiates the ripening process in 
raw and matured climacteric fruits. Thus, we see the common phenomena of one ripe 
fruit in a box resulting in accelerated or even premature ripening of unripened fruits 
around it. Some of the examples of climacteric fruits are apples, pears, watermelons, 
bananas and mangoes. Non-climacteric fruits do increase in respiration while ripening 
but ethylene plays a negligible role or practically no role in the actual initiation of 
ripening. Hence non-climacteric fruits remain in the same stage of ripening after it is 
3 
picked from the plant. Some of the examples of non-climacteric fruits are cherries, 
grapes, strawberries, oranges and pineapples. 
Postharvest handling of climacteric fruits is more difficult than the non-
climacteric counterpart as the ripening process continues even after the fruit is picked 
from the plant and the ethylene gas emanated during ripening drastically enhances the 
ripening process in the fruits around it leading to overripness and decay. 
1.3 Research Motivation 
In the United States, almost 23 percent wastage of fruit occurs every year in the 
postharvest handling [3]. The losses are much higher in developing countries and reach as 
high as 50 percent in under-developed countries. It is of great importance that the 
wastage and the huge monetary losses are reduced. As mentioned earlier, climacteric 
fruits continue to ripen naturally even after being picked from plants and the ripening 
process is further accelerated by the excess emission of ethylene gas produced by over 
ripened and damaged fruits. This not only affects the already ripening fruit but also 
causes premature ripening of raw fruit. Physical examination and removal of over ripened 
and damaged fruit can greatly curb the damage to other good fruit in the box. But this 
involves tedious physical examination of each fruit in a box which corresponds to 
enormous consumption of time and manual labor and practically impossible for millions 
of boxes shipped every day. 
1.3.1 Need for Wireless Fruit Freshness 
Detection 
Climacteric fruits emit different levels of ethylene (C2H4) gas at different stages 
of the ripening process and can function as a freshness marker [4]. When fruit begins to 
over ripen or is subjected to damage, there is a sudden increase in the overall ethylene 
4 
levels inside the storage box. Continuous monitoring of ethylene gas levels in each box 
can pave the way to detect abnormal increase in levels and the box can be examined for 
the cause. If the increase in ethylene gas is due to one or more overripe fruits or a 
damaged fruit, they can be physically removed, thus protecting the entire box from being 
damaged. The most important component for the above mentioned detecting system is an 
ethylene gas sensor to detect the quantity of ethylene gas emanated from the fruit. The 
ethylene detector or sensor, when integrated with an interpreting and communicating 
system, automatically alarms the user and thus the human intervention is reduced to 
simply checking that particular box and discarding the rotten fruit and preserving the 
freshness of the remaining fruit. This dissertation is the development of such a passive 
sensor tag system to detect ethylene and wirelessly transmit the data to a Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) reader. 
1.4 Overview of Sensor Tag for Fruit Freshness Detection 
The wireless sensor tag for climacteric fruit freshness detection consists of an 
ethylene gas sensor integrated with a microstrip patch antenna which can be read by an 
RFID reader, as shown in Figure 1.1. The integrated sensor antenna constitutes an Radio 
Frequency (RF) wireless sensor tag that is capable of sensing, receiving, and transmitting 
RF signals at 915 MHz without an identification circuit. A single sensor tag is placed on 
the inside top surface of a fruit carton, box or bag that is used for storage or transport. 
The ethylene sensor integrated with the RFID tag antenna senses the ethylene gas 
emanated from the fruit and changes its electrical parameters (e.g., resonant frequency). 
The change in the sensor electrical parameters is directly related to the sensed quantity of 
ethylene gas. The changes in the sensor parameters affect the RFID tag antenna 
characteristics. The antenna parameter variation due to the presence of ethylene is 
detected wirelessly by the RFID reader. The ethylene gas level variation is detected by 
the reader by monitoring the change in the amplitude of the received signal. The reader 
analyzes the variations and interprets the received data from the sensor tag to indicate to 
the user whether the box of fruit is in good freshness status for shipping or storing. 
Wireless sensor system 
RFID reader 
Signal transmitted 
': ." !: f fl '', .' •*. fl '. ." .i 
vvmvvnnin 
Signal received 
Sensor tag 
placed inside the 
box 
Ethylene gas 
from fruits 
A A 
Figure 1.1 Passive wireless sensor system for fruit freshness detection. 
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The reader transmits and receives the RF signal at the user defined time intervals. 
For example, the signal can be transmitted and received once every hour or two hours 
based on the requirements. The received data is collected by the reader and is compared 
with the transmitted signal to detect the concentration of ethylene present in the box. If 
there is an increase in the concentration level, the reader alerts the user. The emission of 
ethylene from climacteric fruits is classified into low, medium and high based on the 
parts per million (ppm) levels [5]. Fruits like banana, guava, and mango have a low level 
ethylene gas emission of less than 10 ppm. Pears, cantaloupe, and peaches emit about 50 
ppm and are classified as medium level emitters. Passion fruit, apple, and sapota have a 
high level emission of about 100 ppm. Based on the commodity that has to be monitored, 
the reader alarm level can be set for distinguishing between unripe, ripe, and overripe. A 
detailed description of sensor and antenna is given in Chapter 3. 
1.5 Contributions of the Dissertation 
The contributions of the dissertation are as follows: 
• A novel capacitor based ethylene gas sensor with SnC>2 nanoparticles as the sensing 
dielectric layer was developed and tested. The capacitor model provides a greater 
ease of integration with passive RFID tags compared to resistor based counterparts 
with respect to impedance matching. 
• The SnC>2 nanoparticle based ethylene sensor was fabricated at room temperature 
using a low cost dip coating technique on flexible polyimide substrates, which is a 
significant improvement over other high temperature and expensive fabrication 
processes on rigid substrates. 
7 
• The dissertation demonstrates the sensing capabilities of SnC>2 nanoparticles at room 
temperature, eliminating the need for a power supply or onboard battery as in the case 
of other Sn02 based ethylene sensors. Pure Sn02 nanoparticle based capacitor 
samples showed a change of 5 pF (from 0 to 100 ppm of ethylene gas concentration) 
and the samples with platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd) layers alternated with SnC>2 
nanoparticle layers showed a change of 7 pF. 
• This work presents a novel capacitively loaded integration methodology to integrate 
the ethylene gas sensor with a triangular microstrip patch antenna. The sensor tag 
represents a one of a kind passive and wireless sensor tag that is used for detecting 
freshness of fruits. The integration methodology adapted also reduced the size of the 
triangular patch antenna by 63 percent. 
• The dissertation reports on a passive sensor tag operating at 915 MHz (compared to 
13.56 MHz systems) which wirelessly interacts with an RFID reader. The principle of 
detection is based on the change in resonant frequency and return loss of the RFID 
tag antenna being proportional to the ethylene gas concentration thus making the 
system reliable for far field wireless monitoring applications. 
• A preliminary result has been presented for detecting multiple sensor tags based on 
the wireless measurement of return loss. This method also aids in eliminating the 
common distance problem existing in these types of tags. 
1.6 Applications 
The sensor tag developed was tested for applications pertaining to monitoring 
fruit freshness in various stages of postharvest fruit handling. Given the wireless 
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measurement system and the passive nature of the sensor, the application can also be 
extended to the following areas of ethylene gas sensing requirements. 
1. The sensor tag can be used for applications related to detecting faulty power 
transformers based on the levels of ethylene gas emanating from them [6]. The 
wireless and continuous monitoring system presented in this dissertation can alert 
the user in advance and prevent sudden shutdowns and huge power outages. 
2. Another application of the sensor tag is to wirelessly monitor the ethylene gas 
levels in the atmosphere. Ethylene gas is known to be a precursor for ozone gas 
(O3) formation [7]. A high level of ozone gas content in a human respiration 
system causes headaches, chest and throat pains [8]. Hence, it is important to 
monitor the ethylene gas levels as the higher the precursor, the higher the 
production of ozone. The need for the constant ethylene monitoring in this area 
of need can be fulfilled by using the sensor tag placed at an elevated ground level 
and the ethylene levels can be wirelessly recorded by the RFID placed on the 
ground. 
3. Ethylene is produced by lipid peroxidation (cell membrane degradation) in human 
leukemic cells [9]. Hence, measuring the ethylene gas content in human breath 
can reflect a diseased cell condition. In this regard, the wireless RFID sensor 
system can aid in monitoring the patient's exhaled ethylene content. 
4. Elevated levels of ethylene content causes rapid shedding of buds, flowers, and 
leaves, stunted growth, and chlorosis [10]. The wireless ethylene monitoring 
system can be very handy in the continuous monitoring of the ethylene gas levels 
9 
without any human intervention, such as in a green house. The RFID reader can 
also be programmed to control an exhaust to dispose the excess ethylene. 
1.7 Organization of Dissertation 
Chapter 2 discusses the related research work in the field of ethylene gas sensors 
with respect to device configuration, sensing materials used, fabrication methods 
followed, and measurement methodologies pursued. The later part of the chapter gives an 
overview of approaches adapted for integrating sensors with antennas. Chapter 3 details 
the ethylene sensor and its integration methodology with RFID tag antennas. It also 
reviews basic concepts of the RFID system with respect to RFID tags and sensor tags. 
Chapter 4 presents the theoretical study of the ethylene sensor with respect to the sensing 
layer's response to ethylene gas concentration. It presents the theoretical and analytical 
study of the triangular patch antenna and its change in characteristics when ethylene is 
sensed. This chapter also discusses the simulation design criteria for the antenna followed 
by the sensor integration methodology. Chapter 5 gives a detailed account of the 
procedures and steps involved in the fabrication of the sensor and antenna. Chapter 6 
presents the experimental results of a stand alone ethylene sensor, highlighting the 
sensor's sensitivity, selectivity, repeatability, reproducibility and response time. It also 
presents the simulation and experimental results for the integrated sensor tag measured 
using a network analyzer and RFID reader. Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of the 
research and envisages the research directions and improvements. 
CHAPTER 2 
RELATED RESEARCH 
This chapter presents an overview of the existing ethylene gas sensors, classified 
and presented according to the device model, sensing materials, fabrication techniques 
and measurement methodologies. The later part of the chapter gives an overview of the 
approaches adapted for integrating sensors with antennas. 
2.1 Ethylene Gas Sensors 
The key aspects of an ethylene gas sensor are device configuration, sensing 
materials used, fabrication methods followed, and measurement methodologies 
implemented. Based on the viability, area of research need, and platform of 
implementation, specific sensor parameters are considered. Given below are the related 
research works for the specific sensor parameters. 
2.1.1 Device Models 
The device modeling for an ethylene sensor depends on the sensing material's 
characteristic variations to the stimulant. Hence, the modeled sensor device can be linear 
or non-linear, active or passive and, based on the configuration and simplicity of its 
design, its ease of integration with other systems can be predicted. Given below are the 
existing device configurations for ethylene sensors. 
10 
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1. Resistor based ethylene sensor 
One of the earliest and the most famous commercial gas sensors was reported by 
Taguchi in 1971 using SnC>2 sintered on a ceramic tube [11]. The sensor is a simple 
resistor based device which is widely used for detecting carbon monoxide, benzene, 
isopropyl alcohol and other hydrocarbons [12]. The sensing SnC>2 paste is coated on a 
ceramic substrate which consists of a single heating filament passing through the ceramic 
substrate. When electricity is passed, the heater element heats up the ceramic substrate 
and the heat is transferred to the sensing Sn02 paste. In the presence of a stimulant, the 
resistance changes and this change in resistance is measured between the electrode 
metallization. Figure 2.1 shows the structure of a Taguchi ceramic sensor with the heater 
coil placed inside the ceramic tube. 
Lead Wire 
Lead Wire (Electrodes/^ ^ 
\ 
\ 
aier Coll / « § 
/ Sintered SnO: 
Ceramic Tu be 
Figure 2.1 Structure of Taguchi ceramic gas sensor [11]. 
The sensor consumes about 0.6 W of power due to the use of the heater element 
and is bulky in structure. The change in resistance in the presence of a stimulant is 
detected by using an external circuit which measures the change in resistance by 
measuring the voltage drop across the sensing resistor. Though the sensor is low cost, has 
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good sensitivity and fast response, it lacks reproducibility, selectivity, and requires a 
heater element [13]. 
Ivanov, et al. in [14] reported a considerable improvement in the selectivity using 
an Sn02 resistor based device doped with platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd) particles. A 
low cost screen-printing technique is used to fabricate a four membrane sensor array to 
monitor ethylene gas concentration in warehouses (Figure 2.2). 
Figure 2.2 Four element micro hotplate with S11O2 film for ethylene gas sensing [14]. 
The array arrangement with the various sensing materials was done to increase the 
selectivity of the micro-system to detect ethylene. Tin and tungsten oxides (Sn02 and 
WO3) doped with Pt, Pd, and gold (Au) used as a resistor model were used to detect the 
gases. Qualitative and semi-quantitative analysis was performed on the gases using 
principle component analysis (PCA). Even though the size of the sensor is reduced and 
the sensor is planar in structure when compared to the Taguchi sensor, the sensor still 
requires a heater element. Also, the sensor is affected by humidity. 
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Giberti, et al. in [15] achieved humidity compensation by implementing an 
algorithm based on the Claypeyron equation. The sensor used was a resistor model with 
SnC>2 as the sensing layer deposited as a thick film on a precut alumina substrate 
equipped with a heater on the back side. The temperature of the heater element is 
controlled by using a platinum resistor with interdigitated contacts. Even though the work 
quantified low ethylene concentrations (0 to 14 ppm) in 64 percent of relative humidity, 
the sensor is still operable only at 300° C and thus requires a heater element. 
2. Diode based ethylene sensor 
Kang, et al. in [16] reported Aluminium Gallium Nitride/Gallium Nitride 
(AlGaN/GaN) based diode and gateless high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) for 
ethylene gas detection. The device can operate at wide range of temperatures and presents 
a platform for integration with on-chip signal processing circuitry for remote sensing. 
The sensor is active and has cross sensitivities to other gases. He also reported another 
AlGaN/GaN MOS diode and ZnO schottky diode in [17] showing a much higher absolute 
change in sensor characteristics (current or voltage). In [18], Cheraga, et al. proposes a 
metal insulator semiconductor (MIS) diode and demonstrates a high sensitivity to 
ethylene gas using PS/CH* sensor configuration. The current-voltage characteristics 
change at the heterojunction of the structure in the presence of sensing gas changes the 
conductivity which was analyzed using infra-red spectroscopy. The sensor also responds 
to ethane and propane. The sensor showed good stability even after six months with good 
response time and recovery time. 
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3. Field Effect Transistor based ethylene sensor 
Winquist, et al. reported ethylene gas detection using platinum based MOSFET 
and palladium based MOSFET in [19] and [20] respectively. In the platinum based 
model, the output data of the sensor is analyzed using gas chromatography. For the 
calibration of the sensor, the sensor sample was flushed with different gas concentrations 
and registering the voltage drop across the sensor for different sensor concentrations. The 
sensor's sensitivity increased sharply from 160 C to 210° C but operating the sensor at 
higher temperature and analyzing the data using gas chromatography method increases 
the chances of electronic noise mixing with the experimental data set. 
Results shown by Winquist demonstrate the detection of low concentrations of 
ethylene (1 ppm) at a lower temperature of 190° C. But platinum and palladium 
MOSFET shows maximum sensitivity to 1, 3-Butadiene at the same operating 
temperature which indicates that the device is more sensitive to 1, 3-Butadiene than 
ethylene. 
4. MNOS capacitor based ethylene sensor 
Pietrucha, and Lalevic in [21], reported a Metal Nitride-Oxide Semiconductor 
(MNOS) capacitive device to detect ethylene gas. The measurements were done at room 
temperature and the system proved to be reliable. In this structure, 80 to 100 nm of tin 
oxide is deposited on a 5 to 10 ohm cm p-type silicon substrate. The tin oxide was 
deposited using chemical vapor deposition and the palladium film was applied using 
electron beam evaporation. In this model, the ethylene gas changes the work function of 
the device. However, the device required partial hydrogen coverage at all times and 
response time was as high as 27 minutes. 
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2.1.2 Sensing Materials 
Choosing the right material is an important aspect of sensor fabrication. Given 
below is a detailed analysis of currently available materials for ethylene sensing. 
Sn02 is the most common material for ethylene sensing as indicated in [14], [15], 
and [22]. The SnC«2 particles range from 4 nm to 40 nm in particle size. The materials are 
coated as either thick film or thin film and the porosity of the layer formed enhances the 
sensitivity of the material. SnC>2 nanoparticles are also well suited for doping other 
materials like platinum and palladium. 
Recently, tungsten trioxide (WO3) has been the new material of interest after 
Pitcher, et al. proved its sensitivity to ethylene gas in [23]. WO3 also increases in 
conductivity when exposed to ethylene gas but the electrical change is small when 
compared to SnC>2 based sensors. Another material which has good sensitivity to ethylene 
concentrations less than 1 ppm is titanium dioxide (TiC^), as reported in [24]. The 
platinum doped TiC>2 coated magnetoeleastic sensor operates at room temperature. For all 
the above mentioned materials, doping the pure material with palladium or platinum has 
shown considerable increase in sensitivity and selectivity. Palladium and platinum have a 
tendency to absorb ethylene gas molecules, as observed in [25] and [26]. Hence, they are 
used as catalysts to enhance the sensitivity of the sensing material to ethylene. In [27], 
other materials like ZnC>2, Pt and Pd doped silver, Iridium and Nickel have been tested 
for ethylene sensitivity. Table 2.1 charts the applicability of the ethylene sensing 
materials reported in previous works to the requirements of the passive wireless sensor 
tag approach to fruit freshness detection. For example, most of the ethylene sensing 
materials are commercially available in nanoparticle form and can be coated using layer-
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by-layer (LbL) or dip coating technique for simplicity and room temperature fabrication. 
Materials are ranked from 1 through 10 with 1 being the most suited and 10 being the 
least suited with X indicating the unavailability of data. From the table given above, we 
can see that pure SnCh, Pt doped SnC>2, and Pd doped SnC>2 are well suited for our 
application. 
Table 2.1 Comparison of sensing materials of existing ethylene sensors. 
Sensor 
characteristics 
Sensitivity 
Selectivity 
Passive 
Change in 
electrical 
Cost 
Fabrication 
methods 
Response time 
Repeatability 
Stability 
Response to 915 
Mhz signal 
SnOz 
; 
7 
Yes 
3 
2 
LbL/ 
Dip 
coat 
Good 
4 
2 
X 
Ti0 2 
8 
8 
Yes 
8 
9 
LbL 
Dip 
mat 
X 
2 
4 
X 
wo3 
7 
X 
No 
9 
3 
X 
X 
3 
X 
X 
Z n 0 2 
9 
10 
No 
10 
1 
Spin/ 
Dip 
mat 
X 
6 
6 
X 
Pt 
10 
X 
No 
4 
10 
LbL/ 
Dip 
mat 
X 
X 
1 
X 
Pt/Sn02 
3 
1 
Yes 
1 
6 
LbL/ 
Dip coat 
Good 
1 
3 
X 
Pd/Sn0 2 
4 
3 
Yes 
2 
5 
LbL/ 
Dip coat 
Good 
5 
5 
X 
Ptlr 
6 
5 
No 
6 
8 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
PdAg 
2 
2 
No 
5 
7 
LbL/ 
Dip 
mat 
X 
X 
X 
X 
PdNi 
5 
9 
No 
7 
4 
LbL/ 
Dip 
mat 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2.1.3 Fabrication Methods 
This section gives an outline description of the fabrication technologies currently 
present for ethylene sensors. The SnC>2 sensing film is deposited as either a thick film or 
thin film and based on the film thickness, various fabrication procedures are followed. 
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Thick film sensors are usually fabricated on ceramic AI2O3 substrates. In [28] the 
thick sensitive SnC>2 film of thickness 30 urn was prepared by pressing SnC>2 powders 
and heat treating at 650° C. The heat treating process reduces the surface area of the 
sensing nanoparticles which increases the sensitivity. The powder was then prepared as a 
paste by mixing and firing in an organic vehicle and coated on 96 percent alumina. In 
[29], Th. Becker, et al. described a SnC>2 thick planar film of 30 um thickness obtained 
using screen printing technology. The sensing layer was coated on ceramic AI2O3 
substrates with a Pt electrode for electrical characterization and a Pt meander pattern 
heater element for heating the sensing film placed on the backside of the substrate. 
Thin film deposition methods involve methods like chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD), and physical vapor deposition (PVD). CVD and PVD methods deposit about 20 
to 1000 nm of layer thickness. In CVD, the film growth occurs at high temperatures and 
in the PVD process deposition occurs at lower deposition temperatures with lower 
deposition rates. In [30], Jordan, et al. proved that CVD is a good fabrication technique to 
increase the sensitivity of the stimulant and avoid the effect of humidity. Thin film SnC*2 
sensors are also fabricated by evaporating tin on a ceramic substrate and oxidizing the 
metal film by spraying SnCU at high temperatures (calcined at 600° C) [31]. These 
sensing layers are too rigid and stable to fully undergo the reaction with the stimulant. To 
overcome the drawback, Taguchi sensors are fabricated by sintering powdered SnCh with 
stearic acid on a ceramic substrate at elevated temperatures [11]. The high temperature 
evaporates the stearic acid leaving a porous SnC>2 film with higher rate of change of 
conductivity when exposed to ethylene. 
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In [29], Th. Becker, et al. shows that thick film S11O2 sensors are used in many 
commercial sensors due to the materials used and the well optimized fabrication steps 
followed. Thick films also show better stability than thin films due to its tolerance for 
high temperature operation. However, they require high fabrication temperatures and are 
difficult to fabricate on flexible substrates. They are also very bulky and consume very 
high power due to the heater element. 
The other fabrication method for depositing Sn02 and WO3 is the screen printing 
technique [32]. In this technique, SnC>2 nanopowders are mixed with a carrying vehicle of 
therpineol and the mixer is coated using a high precision printing machine to form a thin 
5 um sensing layer which enhances with 40 nm particle size. This method of deposition 
leaves a highly porous surface enhancing the sensing capabilities. In [33], Cavicchi, et al. 
reported a sol gel technique for preparing SnC>2 films. This method is a useful technique 
for doping other materials like palladium and platinum. In this process, salt solutions like 
SnCLj, organic tin compounds, or pure metals are dissolved in nitric acid. Catalysts are 
usually calculated as a weight percentage in the range of 1 to 3 percent and introduced to 
the solution. In [34], a simple spin coating technique is given as an attempt to increase the 
selectivity and sensitivity. In this method, high temperature is used only for the 
preparation of the sensing nanoparticles and the deposition is at room temperature. A 
very uniform film is formed after the deposited layer is fired at 400° C. It can be seen that 
all the above mentioned fabrication methods use high temperature for particle fabrication, 
coating, and deposition. 
Most of the above mentioned fabrication methods also involve doping of 
materials to increase the sensitivity and selectivity of the sensors. The doped materials act 
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as catalysts. Materials like Pd and Pt added with S11O2 create more reactive ions and 
speed up the reaction process. Typical catalysts are noble metals like Pt, Pd, Au, or Ag 
[14] [19] [20]. The fabrication processes involved in depositing the additives are given 
below in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 Summary of the technologies used for adding the catalysts. 
Technology used for adding catalysts 
Laser induced pyrolysis 
Sputtering 
Impregnation 
Electron beam evaporation 
Pulsed laser technique 
Catalytic materials 
Nb [35], Ti02 [36] 
Ti02 [37], Pt [38], Pd [39], MgO [40] 
Pt [41], Pd [42] 
Pd [43], Ti02 [43] 
Pt [44], Pd [45] 
Laser induced pyrolysis is a method in which the catalysts are added as clusters to 
the material [35][36]. Ultra fine particles are deposited by using precursors inside a flow 
reactor. Heterogeneous clusters can also be easily produced by mixing the precursor 
gases. This method also aids in the ease of control of the additive's concentration and the 
percentage of mixer with the material. 
Sputtering is a method where the doping material is evaporated at high 
temperature in vacuum and deposited on the material to be doped [37][38][39][40]. In 
this method the doping material is taken as the target and high energy ions are made to 
bombard the target to eject atoms from the target material and deposit on the substrate. 
This method can be used on any substrate and is usually for depositing thin films at an 
energy of 10 to 100 eV. 
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Impregnation is a process where the catalyst is used in the form of pellets which is 
repeatedly dipped in the catalytic agent [41] [42]. This process is best suited for noble 
metal catalysts. The liquid penetration of the catalytic is done using techniques like 
pressurizing, vacuum treatment, and acoustic activation. The solution is evaporated at 
high temperatures and the precipitate left behind is the additive mixed with the agent. 
Electron beam evaporation is another technique used for doping SnC>2 material 
[43]. The dopants like Pd or Pt is used as the target sample anode which is bombarded 
with electrons originating from a tungsten filament maintained under high vacuum. The 
bombarding electron beam transforms the target material into vapor phase and these 
gaseous atoms deposit as a thin layer on the SnC>2 material. This technique yields high 
deposition rates of 0.1 um/min to 100 um/min at temperatures. 
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is also similar to electron beam technique where a 
high power laser beam is focused [44][45]on the target material under high vacuum . This 
process occurs in the presence of a background gas, such as oxygen to oxidize the 
deposited film. 
Another method of additive deposition is the electroless technique. This technique 
involves electrochemical reaction were the catalyst is mixed in an aqueous solution. A 
palladium catalyst is mixed with tin oxide by mixing stannous chloride and palladium 
chloride in an acidic aqueous solution which contains excess chloride ions. The tin oxide 
particles reduce the palladium species through a redox reaction and the resulting solution 
formed in a colloidal mixture of suspended particles. 
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2.1.4 Measurement Methodology 
The existing measurement methods for ethylene detection involve complex 
monitoring and interpreting systems like gas-chromatography, laser technique, 
chemiluminescence method, IR- spectroscopy and Photoluminescent [47] [48] [49] [50]. 
Gas chromatography involves the sample collection and injecting into a chromatography 
tube and is absorbed by an inert absorbing sheet. This method is useful in measuring very 
low levels of ethylene (below 1 ppm) but is bulky and in-situ measurement is not 
possible. 
Laser measurement technique involves the use of pulsed cascade lasers focused 
on the sample and the absorption spectrum is analyzed. Based on the peaks of absorption, 
ethylene concentration as low as 2 ppb can be detected with a very short response time. 
However, it is a very expensive and bulky system of measurement. IR-spectroscopy is 
used for detecting ethylene gas above 20 ppm as lower ppm of hydrocarbon gas such as 
ethylene has no effect on the sensing method. 
The invention reported in [51] uses a sensor, microprocessor, compressor, 
humidifier, vacuum pump, O2/CO2 generator and anion generator to detect gases from 
vegetables and maintains the freshness by controlling the humidity, temperature, 
pressure, O2/CO2 and anion levels. The sensor used is a SnC>2 or TiC>2 sensor to detect 
gaseous sulphides from vegetables and Trimethylamine (TMA) from fish respectively. 
The device control is done using a microprocessor which compares the data read from the 
sensors to the already charted data for fresh vegetables. The device is bulky and uses 
microcontrollers for the sensing applications. 
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2.2 Integrated Sensor Antennas 
Recently, the integration of sensor with microstrip antenna has proved to be a 
convenient method for wireless sensing due to the application of microstrip antennas in 
RFID tags. The earliest work on a sensor integrated with an antenna was reported in [52] 
for sensing the moisture content in a slurry using a circular patch antenna. The sensing 
material was used as the dielectric and its permittivity changes with respect to the 
moisture content in the slurry. The change in permittivity shifts the resonant frequency of 
the antenna by 0.035 GHz for 0 to 100 percentage change in moisture content. Similar 
work for humidity sensing was reported by Chang, et al. in [53] by modifying the 
polyimide dielectric layer. A total change of 7 MHz shift in frequency was observed for a 
0 to 100 percentage variation in relative humidity. The sensor antenna is also integrated 
with a tag chip and the data is transmitted wirelessly to be read by an RFID reader. 
Another complete RFID humidity sensing system was reported in [54] by Harpster, et al. 
The paper reports a single chip integrated humidity sensor interacting with an antenna 
using inductive coupling. This means that the antenna has to be placed at the very close 
range of 0.6 cm. The results also showed a very small variation of 0.25 MHz frequency 
shift. Denoth, et al. in [55] demonstrated a practical snow and soil wetness sensor. A 
monopole antenna of 4 mm in diameter and operating in the range of 0.2-2 Ghz was used 
as an in-situ measurement method. The measurement error for liquid was about ±0.7% 
and ±2% for soils. 
Bogosanovich, et al. in [56] presented a sensor for measuring the permittivity of 
materials using a rectangular microstrip patch antenna by directly using the solid or liquid 
material under measurement as the dielectric layer of the antenna. Different permittivity 
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of the materials under measurement changes the resonant frequency of the antenna which 
compared well with the theoretical calculations. Solids such as PTFE, nylon, thordon, and 
acrylic and liquids such as water, ethanol, and pentanol were measured with good 
accuracy. 
Another improved method of a sensor integrated with an antenna was reported by 
Thorny, et al. in [57]. A metallic sheet antenna without a substrate is used to detect 
temperature in harsh environments such as deep freezing conditions. The system is 
applicable to the temperature control of food products. 
All the above mentioned integration methodologies require the modification of 
existing antennas as the sensing layer is integrated as a dielectric. This also inhibits the 
complete diffusion of the sensed quantities as the sensing layer is mostly covered by the 
top reflecting surface of the antenna. 
2.2.1 Wireless Food Freshness 
Monitoring Systems 
In [58], Nambi, et al. reported a wireless biosensor for detecting food pathogens 
using an RFID sensor system. The system proposes a commercial biosensor detecting 
Salmonella and E. Coli integrated with a 13.56 MHz RFID tag. The tag operates in the 
near field range and the integration of the sensor with the tag is through a 
microcontroller. 
The invention given in [59] reports a perishable integrity sensor integrated with a 
RFID transponder. The sensor monitors the time and temperature, thereby giving the 
percentage of shelf-life remaining. The transponder uses an internal clock, memory units 
and sensor connected together through a chip with interface connections. The data is 
stored in the memory and is transmitted wirelessly to an interrogator. The RFID 
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transponder is bulky and expensive and requires power to run the complex circuits. It also 
requires Arrhenius plots to compare and interpret the data. One of the main disadvantage 
in this system is the chance of missing data (rise or fall in temperature) when the sensor is 
in the sleep mode. In [60], Vergara, et al. demonstrates a fruit quality RFID sensor 
system using three fabricated sensors based on Pt and Au doped SnC>2 sensors and Au 
doped WO3 sensor. The sensors are integrated on a commercially available RFID 
transceiver operating in 13.54 MHz. The data analysis is performed using fuzzy 
ARTMAP classifier. 
2.3 Present Work 
The related research works in the field of ethylene sensors and sensors integrated 
with antennas have many drawbacks when applied to a passive sensor tag platform. Our 
current work requires an ethylene sensor which is passive, uses low temperature 
fabrication and is easy to integrate with RFID tag antenna [61]. All of the existing 
ethylene sensors are resistor based devices. The pure Sn02 resistor based sensor's 
resistance before exposure is about 6 KO and after exposure to ethylene gas reduces to 
about 5 KQ. When these sensors are integrated with a 50 Q impedance RFID tag antenna, 
the device will be highly impedance mismatched and the change will have no effect on 
the antenna characteristics. Our research has presented a capacitor model in the range of 
1 to 10 pF by using the dielectric property of Sn02 particles as mentioned in [62]. Even a 
small change of 1 pF shifts the antenna i?/by 10 MHz. 
Moreover, the existing resistor based bulk (sensing layer thickness is 5 urn and 
higher with particle diameter of ca 40 nm) ethylene sensor models need a heater element 
for sensing the stimulant. This is unsuitable for integration with passive RFID tags. In 
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our present work, the use of the nanoparticle based S11O2 capacitive model overcomes the 
drawback by increasing the sensitivity of the sensor to the stimulant by decreasing the 
sensing layer thickness and particle size mentioned in [63]. In [64], Gong presents that 
the smaller the SnC^ particle diameter, the larger is the surface to volume ratio resulting 
in low sensing temperature. The ethylene sensor presented here, has an SnC>2 nanoparticle 
diameter of 10 to 15 nm and thickness of 1300 nm which enables the sensor to sense 
ethylene gas at room temperature. 
The overview of the existing sensor antenna integration methodologies indicates 
that almost all the papers presented the case wherein the sensing layer constitutes the 
dielectric layer of the antenna. This requires alteration to the existing antenna and inhibits 
the complete diffusion of the stimulant due to the top reflecting surface of the antenna. 
We have presented a capacitively loaded technique mentioned in [65] for integrating the 
ethylene sensor to the triangular microstrip antenna. In this method, the capacitive sensor 
is fabricated in parallel with the antenna. Hence, the necessity to alter the existing 
antenna is prevented. This method also reduces the size of the antenna (explained in 
detail in section 3.3). 
Compared to the existing complex measurement methods and commercially 
available handheld ethylene detectors, the passive sensor tag interaction with the RFID 
reader proves to be a good measurement methodology for wireless sensing without 
human intervention. The sensor tags designed to sense ethylene gas wirelessly 
communicates with a RFID reader which has the capability to interact with multiple tags 
and send the analyzed and interpreted data to the user directly or through cyberspace. The 
passive nature of the tag and the RFID reader communication in cyberspace validates the 
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apt application of the presented passive sensor tag for fruit freshness detection. Table 2.3 
summarizes the presented research's requirements, adapted technologies, and its 
advantages over the existing technologies. 
Table 2.3 Summary of research requirements, adopted technologies, and its 
advantages over the existing technologies. 
Features 
Device 
Nanoparticle 
material with 
passive 
sensing 
Fabrication 
techniques 
Measurement 
technique 
Wireless 
sensing 
Existing Technologies 
Resistor [11]-[15], Diode 
[16]-[18], FET[19][20], 
MNOS capacitor [21] 
Sn02 (particle size 40 nm) 
[14][15][22], W03 [23], Ti02 
[24] 
(For other materials refer 
Table 2.1) 
Ceramic coating [28] [31], 
Screen printing technique 
[32] [32], CVD [30], Sol gel 
[33], Spin coating [34] 
Gas-chromatography [46], 
Laser technique [47], 
Chemiluminescence [48], IR-
spectroscopy [49], 
Photoluminescent [50] 
Biosensor RFID system [58], 
Ethylene sensor integrated 
with RFID reader [59] [60] 
Disadvantages of 
Existing Technologies 
Resistor, diode and FET 
are active and are not 
impedance matched with 
RFID tag components. 
MNOS capacitor changes 
in work function to 
ethylene gas, hence, 
cannot be passively and 
wirelessly detected. 
Sn02 (particle size 40 nm) 
and W03 do not sense 
ethylene at room 
temperature and Ti02 
material based sensor 
require magnetoelastic 
sensor readout system to 
sense at room temperature 
Requires high fabrication 
temperature on rigid 
substrates 
Complex, bulky, and 
expensive 
Requires active tags and 
operates using near field 
coupling at 13.56 MHz 
Adopted 
Approach in Our 
Device 
Parallel plate 
capacitor based 
device with 
sensing element as 
dielectric layer 
Sn02 nanoparticles 
of 10 to 15 nm 
particle size and 
layer thickness of 
500 nm to 1500 
nm (low surface by 
volume ratio and 
very thin sensing 
layer for room 
temperature 
sensitivity ) 
Dip coating 
technique 
Capacitively 
loaded to the feed 
of RFID triangular 
microstrip patch 
antenna 
Change in sensor 
capacitance 
changes the Rj and 
return loss of 
passive tag antenna 
which is wirelessly 
detected by a RFID 
reader 
Advantages 
of Our 
Device 
Passive, less 
space required, 
simple, 
inexpensive 
and ease of 
integration 
with RFID tag 
antenna 
Senses 
ethylene at 
room 
temperature 
Room 
temperature 
fabrication on 
flexible 
polyimide 
substrates 
Eliminates ID 
circuit in tag 
and reduces 
size of 
antenna 
Integrated 
with passive 
RFID tags 
with far field 
wireless 
detection and 
operating at 
915 MHz 
CHAPTER 3 
THEORY AND ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS 
In this chapter, a detailed theoretical study of the ethylene sensor and microstrip 
patch antenna is given. Overview of antenna simulation and the basic principle of antenna 
integrated with the sensor are also given. The analytical analysis of methods of 
integration and experimental data points using antenna and lumped capacitors are also 
given. 
3.1 Theoretical Study of Ethylene Sensor 
The capacitive ethylene sensor is fabricated with SnC>2 nanoparticles as the 
sensing dielectric layer. Given below are the structural study and the reaction mechanism 
of Sn02 nanoparticles and its role as a dielectric in the capacitive ethylene sensor. 
3.1.1 SnOg Nanoparticles 
In this work, the SnC>2 nanopaticles used is an n-type nanoparticle material of 10 
to 15 nm particle size (Nyacol, pH = 10.5 to 12). It is a semiconductor material known for 
its good mechanical stability [66]. The material has only one stable state (no metastable 
state) and rutile in structural form. Figure 3.1 shows the tetrahedral rutile structure with 
o 
a=b#c and a=P=y=90 lattice structure. The unit cell has two tin atoms and four oxygen 
atoms with each tin atom placed in the center and the corners of the octahedron structure. 
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0.474 nm 
Figure 3.1 S11O2 crystalline structure [66]. 
The nanocrystallites have various crystallographic planes. The crystallographic 
planes also play a role in the sensitivity of SnC>2 to various stimulants [63]. The various 
crystallographic structures are formed based on the fabrication process and the substrate 
on which it is coated [67]. An example of a crystallographic structure of tin dioxide using 
spray pyrolysis on a Si(SiOi) substrate is shown in Figure 3.2. 
Jim 
Figure 3.2 SnC>2 nanocrystallites deposited by spray pyrolysis [67]. 
Aqueous solution of SnCl4.5H20 (similar to sol-gel SnC>2 solution) is sprayed 
onto a 330° to 535° C heated Si(SiC>2) substrate. The resulting crystallographic structure 
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obtained is shown in Figure 3.2. The (111) plane is the most reactive plane and the (110 
and (101) planes are the growth planes. 
3.1.2 Reaction Mechanism 
In this work, the SnC>2 nanoparticles are n-type material with electrons (e") as the 
majority carriers. The SnC>2 nanoparticles (10 to 15 ran particle size) are suspended as 
milky-white sols with viscosity of 5 to 10 cps. Each individual SnC>2 nanoparticle consists 
of a conduction region and depletion region, as explained below. 
In air, the oxygen (O2) present in the air is adsorbed on the surface of SnC>2 and 
reacts with the electrons present in the conduction region. The reaction mechanism is 
given as follows [15][68]. 
02+e'< >0~ (3.1) 
0;+e'< >20~ (3.2) 
As given by the Equations (3.1) and (3.2), an electron reacting with an O2 
molecule results in the formation of unstable 01 ions. The OJ ions further react with 
another electron to give two O" ions. Thus, in a nanoparticle the loss of many electrons 
due to the above reaction with O2 molecules causes a reduction in the n-type conductivity 
near the surface region, resulting in a build up of the depletion region. Hence, in air SnC>2 
nanoparticles are expected to have a certain thickness depletion region which is 
comparatively more than the thickness of the conduction region for the case of thin film 
SnC>2 layer deposition. This phenomenon is schematically shown in Figure 3.3. The 
nanoparticle's outer region is depleted of electrons due to the formation of O" ions. Thus, 
the conductivity of SnC>2 nanoparticles decreases in air. In [69], it is reported that the 
depletion width is 20 am for a particle size of 30 nm in radius when kept in dry air at 
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room temperature using x-ray diffraction (XRD). This is approximately 33 % of the 
particle size. Relatively, using a linear scaling (due to the comparative nanoparticle size 
used in the previous work), our particle size (Dp) of 15 nm in diameter, has a depletion 
thickness of 5 nm in air (Afa)-
o- o- o- o" O" O" 
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Depletion region 
Conduction region 
Figure 3.3 S11O2 nanoparticle in air (before exposure to ethylene). 
In the presence of a stimulant, (in our case it is ethylene gas-CaHU), the gas 
molecules react with the nanoparticles as given in the following equation [15]. 
C2H4+0~< >C2H40 + e~ (3.3) 
The C2H4 gas molecule adsorbs the O" ion, resulting in ethylene oxide gas 
(C2H40) and an electron (e~) which is replenished back to the Sn02 nanoparticle. After 
this reaction, there will be a greater number of electrons in an SnC>2 nanoparticle thereby 
reducing the thickness of the depletion region and increasing the thickness of the 
conduction region. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Thus, the overall 
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conductivity of the coated SnC>2 thin film increases in conductivity in the presence of 
ethylene gas. As given in [69], in the presence of a reducing gas like ethylene, the 
depletion thickness (Afe) reduces to a minimum of about 10 % of the particle size at a 
high temperature of 300 C. In our case, the reaction takes place at room temperature, 
which means that the depletion region Dde might not reduce as much as it reduced in [69] 
due to the low reaction rate of an SnC>2 nanoparticle with oxygen at room temperature. 
Depletion region 
Conduction region 
Figure 3.4 S11O2 nanoparticle in ethylene (after exposure to ethylene). 
The decrease and increase in conductivity of SnC>2 nanoparticles in air and 
ethylene respectively can also be explained in terms of the potential barrier [12]. In air, 
the depletion region is wide enough to have a high potential barrier between adjacent 
particles making it difficult for electrons to cross over. Thus, the conductivity of the 
material is low. In the presence of ethylene, the reduction of the potential barrier between 
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adjacent particles occurs due to the replenished electrons and results in more carrier 
conduction. 
3.1.3 Capacitive Ethylene Sensor 
In our case, the SnC>2 nanoparticles are used as the sensing dielectric layer in a 
capacitor model. The reaction of the capacitive sensor with ethylene gas takes place as 
given below. Figure 3.5 shows the capacitive sensor with SnCh nanoparticles as the 
dielectric layer and copper as the top and bottom plate. The presence of copper at the top 
and bottom restricts the diffusion of ethylene and the diffusion is only through the sides. 
Before exposure (In air) After exposure (In ethylene) 
[ | Copper plate 
Figure 3.5 Cross section of the capacitive ethylene sensor model with SnC>2 
nanoparticles as the dielectric. 
As the nanoparticles are suspended in colloidal solution, after the deposition and 
drying, the nanoparticles can settle adjacent to each other or apart with interspatial gaps. 
These interspatial gaps are most likely filled with air or dry colloidal solution. The dry 
colloidal solution or air will act as a dielectric and can form stray capacitances between 
the nanoparticles. The capacitance value of these stray capacitors will be much smaller 
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than the capacitors formed between SnC>2 nanoparticles as the dielectric thickness is 
much higher and, therefore, can be neglected. In those cases where the SnC>2 
nanoparticles are placed closer, but do not touch, these will have a higher stray 
capacitance value. As there is no change in the dielectric layer of the colloid or air, these 
capacitances can be taken as constants and will remain the same for samples in air and 
exposed to ethylene. 
From Figure 3.5, let CB be the initial capacitance of the capacitive sensor before 
exposure to ethylene gas. 
C B = ^ - (3.4) 
where, 
eo is the permittivity of free space (8.854 x 10"12 F/m) 
er is the dielectric constant of SnC>2 nanoparticles = 2.9 [70] 
A] is the area of the dielectric i.e., sum of the total depletion region of the 
nanoparticles and the dielectric regions between nanoparticles before exposure to 
ethylene gas (in air). 
d is the thickness of the dielectric region = 1300 nm. 
Let CA be the capacitance of the capacitive sensor after exposure to ethylene. 
C , = ^ (3.5) 
d 
where, 
A2 is the area of the dielectric i.e., sum of the total depletion region of the 
nanoparticles and the dielectric regions between nanoparticles after exposure to 
ethylene gas. 
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The dielectric thickness d remains the same after exposure to ethylene gas as the 
changes in the depletion thickness after exposure to ethylene happens inside the 
nanoparticles and the overall thickness of the nanoparticles still remain the same. 
Practically, the diffusion of the ethylene gas for the fabricated samples is only on 
three sides as the fourth side is covered by the extended top copper plate which is 
grounded. Figure 3.6 shows the three-dimensional structure of the Sn02 capacitor model. 
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Figure 3.6 Three-dimensional structure of the Sn02 capacitor model. 
For the calculation of A; and A2, let us consider Figure 3.7. It shows the top view 
of a portion of the dielectric region containing the SnC>2 nanoparticles with depletion 
region and conduction region as seen through the top copper plate before and after 
exposure to ethylene gas. Let us assume that the particles are closely packed next to each 
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other as shown in Figure 3.7, with the nanoparticles of the bottom layer aligning 
vertically below the top layer of nanoparticles. 
Before Exposure (In air) After Exposure (In ethylene) 
Figure 3.7 Top view of dielectric region with S11O2 nanoparticles seen through the 
top copper plate before and after exposure to ethylene gas. 
Before exposure to ethylene gas, the sample is left in air overnight so that the 
maximum diffusion of oxygen occurs and a stable depletion width is reached. The plate 
area Aj consists of the sum of the plate area covering the depletion region of individual 
nanoparticles and the dielectric regions between nanoparticles. The length and width of 
the copper plate deposited is 2 mm x 2 mm and the area of an individual nanoparticle was 
calculated as 1.766 x If/4 urn2 (particle size =15 nm in diameter). Now, the number of 
nanoparticles (ri) that can fit in a copper plate area (A) of 2 mm x 2 mm was calculated to 
be 2.26 x 1010 nanoparticles. 
The dielectric area A1 is the sum of total depletion region of individual 
nanoparticles and the dielectric regions between nanoparticles. For the calculation of total 
area of the depletion region, the depletion region of an individual nanoparticle has to be 
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calculated which is then multiplied by the total number of nanoparticles. The area of 
only the depletion region of an individual SnC>2 nanoparticle (Ada) was calculated as, 
Ada=A-Aca (3-6) 
where, Aca is the area of the conduction region. In air, the depletion region thickness is 
about 5 nm and the conduction thickness is 5 nm. Using Equation (3.6), Ada was 
calculated as 1.57 x 10"4 urn2 with^ca as 1.96 x 10"5 um2. Therefore, Aj was calculated as 
2.79 x 10"6 mm2 using Equation (3.7). 
4 = 1 4 * (3-7) 
Substituting the value of Ai in Equation (3.4), we get CB = 55.1 pF. 
For the calculation of plate area after exposure A2, we need to calculate the length 
of diffusion (L) of the ethylene gas through the dielectric region to know the extent of 
diffusion area of ethylene gas. As given in [71], for pore radius from 2 nm to 20 nm 
formed by nanoparticles, the diffusion of gas into the nanoparticles is through Knudsen 
diffusion (Dk) which is given by, 
2 8# T 
DK=-rxJ—^- (3.8) 
* 3 V nM V ' 
where, 
r is the pore radius (3.1 nm in our case with densely packed nanoparticles) 
Rg is universal gas constant = 8.314 x 107 g cm2 s^mol"1 k"1, 
T is temperature in Kelvin, and 
Mis molecular weight of ethylene gas in g mol" . 
From Equation (3.8), Dk was calculated as 0.009 cm s" . The diffusion length (L) is give 
as, 
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L-Wk (3-9) 
Where, t is the time of exposure of the sample to ethylene gas (in our case, it is about 5 
min). The value of L was calculated as 17.17 mm, which is much higher that the length 
and width of 2 mm x 2mm. Hence, we can conclude that the diffusion of ethylene gas 
into the dielectric region is complete diffusion. 
For calculating the plate area after exposure to ethylene (A2), we need to calculate 
the area of the depletion region of an individual nanoparticle after exposure to ethylene 
(Ade). If we assume that the conduction thickness increases to 6.6 run from 5 nm after 
exposure to ethylene, then from Equation (3.10) given below, the area of the conduction 
17 9 1 / ^ 9 
region of an individual nanoparticle (Ace) is 3.42 x 10" m and Ade is 1.42 x 10" m . 
Ade=A-Ace (3.10) 
Now the total area after exposure to ethylene {Ai) is given as, 
A2=nAde (3.11) 
s 9 
The value of A2 was calculated to be 2.53 x 10" m and, substituting this value in 
Equation (3.5), we get CA = 50.01 pF. Thus, after exposure to ethylene the capacitance of 
the sensor reduces by about 5 pF, which is similar to the reduction in capacitance 
obtained experimentally. 
3.2 Antenna Theory 
The antenna is a triangular microstrip patch antenna fabricated on a flexible 
polyimide substrate [72]. The triangular microstrip patch antenna is a compact antenna 
with omnidirectional radiation pattern. 
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3.2.1 Theory and Simulation 
An antenna is a device used for capturing and radiating electromagnetic waves in 
the receiving and transmitting mode of operation [73]. Some of the key parameters of an 
antenna are its substrate, skin depth, resonant frequency, voltage standing wave ratio 
(VSWR), gain, impedance, and backscattered antenna signal. 
3.2.1.1 Substrate 
The microstrip antennas used for RFID tags consist of a radiating top plane and a 
ground plane. The dielectric is usually the substrate and in our case it is flexible 
polyimide sheet. The antenna top and ground plane is made of copper and the thicknesses 
of the layers are given in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8 Cross section of antenna substrate. 
All antenna simulations were performed using Ansoft Designer [74]. Ansoft 
Designer is a two-dimensional electromagnetic analysis tool which employs Method of 
Moments for the integral equation analysis in the spectral domain. The compact 
triangular microstrip antenna was designed and fabricated on a flexible Kapton sheet 
similar to the compact Half-Sierpinski microstrip antenna mentioned in [75] for RFID 
applications. The slot in the ground plane aides in increasing the gain of the antenna. 
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3.2.1.2 Skin Depth 
The skin effect of a microstrip antenna is defined as the tendency of the 
alternating current supplied to the antenna to distribute itself within the conducting 
surface at a specified depth near the surface. The current density at this depth is greater 
than at the core of the conductor. This depth is defined as the skin depth (d) of an 
antenna. This parameter is dependent on the material of the conducting surface and the 
frequency of operation as shown in Equation (3.12). 
S = J y ^ - (3.12) 
where, 
p is the bulk resistivity of the conducting copper material 
/ i s the frequency in Hz 
fio is the permeability constant in H/m {An x 10" ) 
//ris the relative permeability. 
The skin depth for 915 MHz signal passed on a copper sheet is 2.15 urn. This 
number indicate that the required thickness of the copper conducting plate of the antenna 
is 2.15 (am. Thickness of copper greater than this is a waste of copper material and less 
than the prescribed value results in a huge loss in the propagation of the current density in 
the antenna surface. 
3.2.1.3 Resonant Frequency 
Resonant frequency is defined as the frequency of the antenna at which the 
antenna's capacitive and inductive reactances cancel each other. However, practically all 
antennas contain a small amount of capacitance and inductance. The triangular microstrip 
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patch antenna consists of a triangular copper plate with inset feed for fine tuning to 
resonate at 915 MHz, as shown in Figure 3.9. 
Frequency (MHz) 
Figure 3.9 Simulation model of triangular microstrip patch antenna with VSWR = 
1.51 at ^ = 9 1 5 MHz. 
The resonant frequency of the antenna is determined by simulating the antenna for 
a wide sweep of frequencies. Hence, the resonant frequency is the frequency of the 
antenna at which the antenna performs at its best. All antennas have a range of operating 
frequencies around its resonant frequency at which the antenna performs well. In the case 
of RFID tag antennas, the bandwidth is defined as the range of frequencies for which the 
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is less than 2. From Figure 3.9, the bandwidth of the 
antenna was observed as 20 MHz. 
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3.2.1.4 VSWR 
Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is the measure of the antenna capability at 
its resonant frequency. VSWR (5) is mathematically expressed in terms of the voltage 
reflection coefficient (r), 
i+H 
5 = —14 (3-13) 
l - | r 
The voltage reflection coefficient is mathematically represented as the ratio of the 
amplitude of the reflected voltage wave to the amplitude of the incident voltage wave at 
the load. Ideally, a VSWR=1 denotes that all the incident electromagnetic waves are 
absorbed and a VSWR of °o denotes that all the incident electromagnetic waves are 
reflected. Figure 3.9 shows the VSWR of the triangular microstrip patch antenna 
resonating at 915 MHz as 1.51 and a bandwidth of 22 MHz (902 MHz to 924 MHz) for 
which the VSWR is less than 2. The requirement for RFID tag antennas is that the 
VSWR should be less than 2 which implies that 88.9 percent of the signal is received. 
3.2.1.5 Gain 
Another important antenna parameter is the gain of the antenna. The higher the 
gain of an antenna, the greater is the reading distance. Mathematically, the gain (G(k)) of 
an antenna is defined as 
GW = ^ B (3.14) 
"A 
where, U(k) is the radiation intensity of the antenna and PA is the time average power 
absorbed by the antenna. The RFID tag antenna gain requirement is greater than 0 dB or 
2.15 dBi. "dBi" is the gain of the RFID antenna with reference to an isotropic antenna 
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(antenna which radiates in all directions). The gain of the triangular patch antenna as 
shown in Figure 3.10 is 1.21 dB or 3.36 dBi. 
Theta (Deg) 
Figure 3.10 Gain of triangular microstrip patch antenna. 
3.2.1.6 Impedance 
Another key parameter is the impedance of an antenna. When a microstrip patch 
antenna is connected to other circuitry, transmission line or cable for measurement 
purposes, the antenna has to be impedance matched with the other component. When 
there is an impedance mismatch, reflections occur at the point of mismatch increasing the 
antenna VSWR. The antenna impedance is represented as ZA and consists of a real part RA 
and an imaginary part XA. Ideally, RA should be 50 Q. and XA should be zero. Figure 3.11 
shows the impedance of the antenna with RA = 31.91 and XA = 5.04. 
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Frequency (MHz) 
Figure 3.11 Impedance of triangular microstrip patch antenna. 
3.2.1.7 Backscattered Antenna Signal 
The triangular microstrip patch antenna is a passive antenna resonating at 915 
MHz; hence the principle of operation of the antenna is by absorbing the electromagnetic 
waves impinging on the antenna conducting surface and reflecting back the signal. This is 
called the backscattered antenna signal. This is an important parameter of the antenna as 
the performance of the antenna to effectively backscatter the signal defines the mode at 
which the antenna is operating [76]. The two modes of operation are structural mode 
reflection and antenna mode reflection. Structural mode reflection occurs when the 
antenna is left open and the backscattered signal amplitude signifies the backscattered 
power is solely due to the structure of the antenna. The backscattered signal is low for 
this case. Antenna mode reflection occurs when the antenna is connected to a load and 
the backscattered signal is due to the mismatch between the impedance of the antenna 
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and the load. When an antenna is shorted, it is purely reflective and hence the 
backscattered signal is maximum, and when left open the backscattered signal is 
minimum and the antenna is purely absorbing. By measuring the backscattered signal 
amplitude, the nature of the load connected to the antenna can be identified wirelessly. 
3.3 Integration of Ethylene Sensor with RFID Tag Antenna 
Two methods of integration of the sensor with the antenna were tested. The first 
method of integration is the load integration of sensor to antenna where the sensor is 
connected as a load to the antenna. The second method of integration is the direct 
integration of sensor to the antenna. 
3.3.1 Load Integration to Antenna 
The sensor is connected as a load to the antenna through a transmission line as 
shown in Figure 3.12. It can be seen that the sensor is in series with the antenna. 
Feed of triangular microstrip patch 
antenna 
Transmission line 
Capacitor connected to ground 
Figure 3.12 Sensor connected as a load to antenna. 
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The ethylene sensor is a capacitor based sensor operating in the range of 0 to 10 
pF of capacitance. Capacitance greater than 10 pF pushes the antenna to resonate at much 
lower frequency than its resonant frequency causing the VSWR to increase rapidly and 
resonate with high noise. Since the RFID tag is passive, a continuous sinusoidal signal is 
transmitted and the signal backscattered from the tag is measured for changes in 
amplitude. When the value of capacitance changes, the load to the antenna changes which 
varies the amplitude of the reflected signal. 
3.3.1.1 Analytical Analysis 
For analytical analysis, capacitance from 1 to 10 pF is used. The impedance of the 
capacitance (Z c ) , acting as the load to the antenna is given by, 
z
^
 ( 3
-
1 5 ) 
where, / i s the 915 MHz resonant frequency and C is the capacitance of the load 
capacitor. The impedance of the antenna obtained from simulation is 31.91 + J5.04. 
Hence, the impedance of the antenna (ZA) is 32.31. The amount of reflection due to the 
load impedance mismatch to the antenna is given by reflection coefficient ( r ). 
x^hlZlA. (3.16) 
ZC+ZA 
The VSWR of the antenna (5) is then calculated using Equation (3.13). The reflected 
power (PA ) in terms of percentage value, received at the reader, for the specific VSWR 
of the antenna is obtained from the chart given in [77]. The change in received power PR 
at the reader antenna is calculated as, 
PR=PAPt (3.17) 
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The power of the reader antenna Pt is measured as, 
V 
z 
(3.18) 
where, VR is the voltage received by the reader antenna (experimentally measured as 200 
mV) and Z is the impedance of the reader system which is approximated to be 50 iQ. 
The change in amplitude of the backscattered voltage (VB) is given by, 
vB=4i\z (3.19) 
Figure 3.13, shows the graph obtained when the backscattered voltage is plotted for the 
change in capacitance. 
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Figure 3.13 Theoretical result for backscattered voltage when sensor capacitance is 
connected as a load to antenna. 
The curve shows a polynomial distribution. This is due to the impedance 
matching occurring between the sensor capacitance and the antenna at 5 pF. From the 
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results obtained, it is evident that integrating the sensor capacitor as a load will result in 
misreading of data by the reader as the same backscattered voltage is obtained for 3.3 pF 
and 4.7 pF. To perform further theoretical and initial experimental analysis, in place of 
the capacitive sensor lumped capacitor components in the range of 1 to 10 pF were used. 
In this experiment, the lumped capacitor was connected in series with the antenna 
through a transmission line. The backscattered voltage was measured using the custom 
built RFID reader. A detailed description of the experimental setup is given in Chapter 5. 
3.3.2 Direct Integration with Antenna 
In this method, the capacitive sensor is directly integrated with the antenna. The 
parallel integration of the sensor and the antenna was tested with lumped capacitors 
soldered to the antenna and grounded. This type of integration, as explained in [65], is 
known as a capacitively loaded antenna. Figure 3.14 shows the six different integration 
configurations that were explored to determine the best location for integration. The best 
location for integration of the sensor should be the place where even a small change in 
capacitance of the sensor should cause a maximum change in the antenna characteristics. 
For the integration of the sensor with the triangular patch antenna, lumped capacitors 
were used at different places to detect the maximum change in the antenna with a 
minimum change in the sensor. Two capacitors of 3.3 pF and 4.7 pF were tried and the 
output resonant frequency shift was observed. For configuration 1 and 2, the capacitor is 
integrated to the feed of the antenna, yet configuration 2 performs better as the capacitor 
is integrated to the end of the feed rather than at the middle of the feed, as is the case for 
configuration 1. 
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T 
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T 
Configuration 2 Configuration 3 
T r 
Configuration 5 Configuration 6 
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Figure 3.14 Different configurations for the direct integration of the sensor with 
antenna. 
Figure 3.15 shows the results obtained for all the above shown configurations. 
Both experimental results using lumped capacitor and simulation results show a similar 
trend for the shift in frequency. 
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Figure 3.15 Shift in frequency for change in capacitance for six different 
configurations of sensor integrated with the antenna. 
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From the figure, we can see that configuration 2, with the sensor integrated at the 
feed end of the antenna, proved to be the best integration location with a consistent shift 
in frequency. The antenna characteristics, i.e. shift in frequency, is consistent for the 
capacitor integrated at the feed end of the antenna because the length and thickness of the 
feed plays an important role in tuning the impedance and VSWR of the antenna [72]. 
Also, the radiation pattern of the antenna is immensely affected by even a small change in 
the feed of the antenna. Hence, integrating the capacitive sensor at the feed results in 
maximum disturbance/change to the antenna characteristics. 
The solid line in Figure 3.16 shows the change in backscattered voltage for the 
capacitor directly integrated with the antenna. The value of the lumped capacitor was 
changed from 0 to 10 pF. In Figure 3.16, the result is also compared with the capacitor 
connected in series with the antenna which is indicated by dotted lines. 
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Figure 3.16 Comparison of methods of sensor integrated with antenna. 
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The experimental result with lumped capacitors connected as a load to the antenna 
through a transmission line also shows a polynomial distribution which confirms the 
analytical analysis for the same. The difference in the amplitude of the backscattered 
voltage signal is much higher than for the theoretical study because experimentally the 
signal is damped when traveling through air. Thus, the plot clearly shows that the direct 
integration of the sensor with the antenna has a linear characteristic, which is desirable 
for sensing application. 
3.3.2.1 Theory 
When a microstrip antenna is integrated with a pF capacitor, a shift in its resonant 
frequency is observed. Rowell, et al. in [78] shows an example of a capacitor loaded 
planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA) reducing in resonant frequency when capacitance of 1 
to 5 pF was loaded. When the capacitance was increased, the resonant frequency 
decreased. The shifting of Rj also results in an increase in VSWR at the resonant 
frequencies. This is attributed to the straining of the antenna beyond its designed resonant 
frequency. Hence, only a few pF of capacitance can be loaded to the antenna. The shift in 
resonant frequency is explained as follows. A microstrip patch antenna is a parallel RLC 
circuit at resonant frequency (J) which is given as, 
/ = ] = (3.20) 
where, 
L is the inductance 
Cj is the capacitance. 
When a capacitor (C$) is integrated in parallel with the antenna, the total 
capacitance increases asC^ +CS. Now Equation (3.20) becomes 
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/ = , / (3.21) 
The increase in capacitance in the denominator reduces the resonant frequency. Thus, 
when a capacitor is loaded to an antenna, its resonant frequency decreases. 
The capacitor loaded to an antenna also helps in reducing the size of the antenna. 
This key advantage can be explained in the following manner. Antennas reduce in size 
when designed for higher resonating frequencies. At first the antenna to which a capacitor 
is to be loaded is designed at a higher frequency such that when a capacitor is added, its 
resonant frequency reduces to its designed resonant frequency. The initial design of the 
antenna to higher frequency reduces the size of the antenna. Thus, applications pertaining 
to antenna size reduction in mobile phones use this principle. 
3.3.2.2 Simulations 
Applying the same principle to a triangular patch microstrip antenna, simulations 
were performed to observe the change in Rf. A triangular microstrip patch antenna 
resonating at 915 MHz was created in an electromagnetic plane, as shown in [72], using 
Ansoft Designer (Figure 3.17). 
Figure 3.17 915 MHz triangular patch antenna designed in the EM plane. 
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Two ports were created, port 1 for the input signal and port 2 for the connection 
of the capacitive sensor. The EM plane triangular patch antenna was then transferred to 
the circuit level by creating a model for the antenna (Figure 3.18). The model is indicated 
as a box with two ports. Port 1 serves as the microwave input port for supplying 915 
MHz continuous sinusoidal input. Port 1 is matched to 50 Q, as the input signal from 
signal generator practically is 50 Q. Port 2 is matched to 28.62 Q, as it is an open port in 
the EM plane and was measured as 28.62 Q. 
Antenna model 
Input signal 
PNU«1=1 
RZ=.50Ohm 
Portl Port2 
PMUM=2 
RZ=28.S20hm 
Figure 3.18 Antenna integrated with capacitive sensor in the circuit level. 
The same impedance matching has to be followed in the circuit level to match the 
antenna Rf and VSWR in the EM level as well as in circuit level. The capacitor C was 
varied from 0 to 10 pF. Port 1 also serves as the microwave input port for supplying 915 
MHz continuous sinusoidal input. Figure 3.19 shows the simulation result for change in 
R/ when the capacitance was changed. 
Experimentally, lumped capacitors representing the capacitive sensors were 
soldered to the feed of the antenna and the change in frequency was measured using a 
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network analyzer. A detailed explanation for the experimental set-up and measuring 
techniques are given in section 5.1. Figure 3.19, shows a well matched result for change 
in frequency to change in capacitance. 
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Figure 3.19 Shift in i?/when capacitive sensor is directly integrated with the 
antenna. 
The change in i?/to the change in capacitance is linear and is similar to the linear 
Rf shift observed in [79]. The discrepancy in i?/after 6 pF of capacitance is due to the 
reflections in the experimental set-up when the antenna is pushed to operate further from 
itsi?/of915MHz. 
CHAPTER 4 
FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 
This chapter consists of three sections. The first section presents the fabrication of 
stand alone ethylene sensors on polyimide substrates. The section also presents the 
characterization (thickness and roughness measurements) of the sensing SnC>2 material 
and cellulose acetate insulating layer. The second section presents the fabrication of the 
triangular microstrip patch antenna and the third section presents the fabrication steps 
involved in the integration of the ethylene sensor with the microstrip patch antenna. 
4.1 Fabrication of Ethylene Sensor 
The ethylene sensor is a parallel capacitor plate model. Hence, it has a bottom 
copper plate and top copper plate with the sensing Sn02 layer as the dielectric. The 
substrate used for the fabrication is a flexible polyimide substrate (Pyralux FR copper-
clad laminate, DuPont). The substrate has 35 um thick copper on both sides of the 
polyimide sheet. Three solutions made up of SnC>2 nanoparticles, cellulose acetate, and 
poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) were used for the capacitive sensor 
fabrication. 
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4.1.1 Solution Preparation 
The SnC>2 nanoparticle solution which is used as the sensing layer, is a colloidal 
solution purchased from Nyacol (Colloidal tin dioxide with 12 to 15 nm particle size and 
counter ion concentration of 0.23% NH3). The solution is mixed with 50% de-ionized 
(DI) water. The insulating layer of cellulose acetate, which is used to prevent shorting 
between the capacitor plates was the first layer of deposition on the bottom copper plate. 
100 ml of cellulose acetate is prepared by mixing 2.5 mg of cellulose acetate powder 
(Fluka, Cellulose acetate with 40% acetyl group as degree of substitution, MW 29000) 
mixed in 60 ml of tetrahydrofuron and 40 ml of acetone. 
A 40 nm thick layer of PDDA is used as an adhesion promoter and is coated on 
top of the cellulose acetate before coating the Sn(>2 sensing layer for better adhesion of 
SnC>2 to the cellulose acetate. The PDDA coating enhances better adhesion based on the 
principle of layer by layer (LbL) technique given in [80]. PDDA are polycationic 
particles i.e., they are positively charged with an isoelectric point value of 12. The 
isoelectric point of a material is the pH at which the particle has no net electric charge. As 
cellulose acetate is polyanionic, PDDA dip coated on cellulose acetate has good 
adhesion. SnC>2 being polycationic can then be coated on the single layer of PDDA. 100 
ml of PDDA solution is prepared by using 1 ml of low molecular weight PDDA solution 
(Sigma-Aldrich; 100,000 < MW < 200,000 g/mole, 20 wt% solution in water, repeat unit 
molecular weight of 161 g/mole) mixed in 100 ml of DI water. 
4.1.2 Fabrication Steps and Techniques 
A copper clad polyimide sheet was used as the substrate for the standalone sensor 
fabrication. Figure 4.1 shows the fabrication steps for the ethylene sensor. 
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Figure 4.1 Fabrication steps for ethylene sensor on polyimide substrate. 
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As the thickness of the copper is 35 um, dip coating the layers of thicknesses in 
the nanoscale (1200 nm for cellulose acetate, 40 nm for PDDA, and 1300 nm for SnC^) 
would not provide proper step coverage. Without proper step coverage, while depositing 
the top copper layer, the plates will become shorted. Hence, the thickness of the top 
copper plate was reduced to ca 5.5 um by etching using ferric chloride solution. Care 
must be taken to maintain the thickness of copper above the skin depth of 2.15 nm for 
915 MHz frequency signals. The substrate was dipped in a solution of ferric chloride 
maintained at 35° C for about 5 min. The solution was continuously agitated using a 
bubbler. The places were etching is not required was covered by masking tape stuck on 
the copper. A thin layer of 1200 nm of cellulose acetate is deposited by the dip coating 
technique. The sample is immersed in a Petri dish of the solution and quickly pulled out 
in the vertical direction. The layer is dried at room temperature for about 15 min. The 
next layer coated was PDDA of thickness 40 nm using the dip coating method and dried 
at room temperature. The SnC>2 layer of thickness 1300 nm was then coated using the 
same method and dried at room temperature for about 8 hours. The top copper layer is 
coated using electron-beam deposition. Figure 4.2 shows the structure of the capacitive 
ethylene sensor. 
Antenna 
feed 
Top plate (Cu) 
to ground
 S n Q 
Capacitor 
Cellulose acetate 
Figure 4.2 Structure of capacitive ethylene sensor. 
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A shadow mask was used for coating purposes and a thickness of 300 nm of 
copper was deposited using the e-beam technique. Crocodile clips connected to insulated 
copper wires were used for the connections to the top and bottom plates. Figure 4.3 
shows the Sn02 capacitive sensor fabricated on a flexible polyimide sheet. 
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Figure 4.3 Fabricated capacitive ethylene sensor on polyimide substrate. 
4.1.3 Characterization of Deposited 
Layers 
The thickness and roughness of copper and deposited cellulose acetate, PDDA, 
and Sn02 were studies using a Tencor Profilometer. The characterization of the deposited 
layers was studied using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). For QCM measurement 
of thickness, the thickness of the layer to be measured is measured using step height 
method. In this method, the QCM sensor scans the measuring layer and also the adjacent 
layer at a lower elevation. Thus a step scan is obtained. As there is roughness in the 
coated layer, the layer thickness measurement is performed by comparing an averaged 
area in the measuring layer and an averaged area in the adjacent layer at a lower 
elevation. The initial thickness of the copper layer was 35 um and, after reducing the 
thickness by etching, the thickness of the copper layer was 5.5 um (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4 Tencor measurement of copper thickness = 6934 nm, measured after 
reducing the thickness using etching. 
The roughness of the etched copper surface was 0.63 urn as shown in Figure 4.5. 
The spike in the roughness measurement seen at the end is due to the scratches present in 
the copper sheet. The initial roughness of the copper surface is high which is then mostly 
smoothened out using the cellulose acetate insulating layer. 
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Distance (u.m) 
Figure 4.5 Roughness of the etched copper surface = 632 nm. 
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Figure 4.6 shows the roughness of the copper surface after coating with cellulose 
acetate to a thickness of 1200 nm. The roughness reduced to 131 nm. Thus, the layer of 
cellulose acetate not only works as an insulator, but also helps in planarizing the copper 
surface by filling the scratches. The spike in the roughness measurement seen at the end 
of the scan is due to the scratches present in the copper sheet itself which has been 
partially (nearly 50%) planarized out by the cellulose acetate coating. The thickness of 
the cellulose acetate layer coated using the dip coating method was 1200 nm, as shown in 
Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.6 Roughness of cellulose acetate layer coated on copper = 131 nm. 
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Figure 4.7 Thickness of cellulose acetate insulating layer = 1226 nm. 
The characterization of the Sn02 using Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) layer on 
PDDA is shown in Figure 4.8. PDDA has a very smooth coating on the cellulose acetate 
layer and SnC>2 tends to form clumps which crack over time. 
Figure 4.8 AFM image of Sn02 coated on PDDA (20 x 20 urn area). 
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4.2 Fabrication of RFID Tag Antenna 
The ethylene sensor fabricated in the above mentioned process is then integrated 
with the triangular microstrip patch antenna. Before the integration, the triangular 
antenna is fabricated using a photolithography technique. The new triangular antenna 
with the fork structure (Figure 4.9) was used to increase the Rf to 985 MHz (detailed 
explanation is given in section 6.2.1) rather than using the original triangular antenna 
without the fork structure which resonates at 915 Mhz. For preparing the mask from 
ansoft (adsn file format), the top copper layer of the antenna and then the ground copper 
layer are selected. The two layers are then transported to design layout format (dxf file) to 
obtain the mask, as shown in Figure 4.9. The dxf file is converted to a pdf file and is 
printed using a Linotronic 330 mask-maker instrument (2540 dpi). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.9 Mask for the triangular antenna (a) top layout and (b) ground slot layout. 
Alignment markers (shown as the + sign in Figure 4.9) were used for proper 
overlapping of the top surface with the bottom ground plane. The dimensions of the 
antenna are a = 2 mm, b = 2.5 mm, c = 3.65 mm, d= 1.6 mm, e = 1.2 mm,/= 4.58 mm, g 
= 3.2 mm, h = 1.5 mm, / = 3.26 mm,7 = 6.18 mm, k = 1.58 mm, / = 20.47 mm, m = 
14.61, n = 31.59 mm, o = 26.94 mm, and/? = 40.03 mm. The photolithography technique 
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followed for the fabrication of the antenna is given in Figure 4.10. The polyimide 
substrate was first cleaned with acetone and then with DI water on both sides. The 
substrate was blow dried with dry nitrogen gas before spin coating photoresist on both 
sides. About a 2 um thickness of positive photoresist (PR 1813, Rohm and Haas 
Company) was coated using a spinner. The initial photoresist spreading speed was 500 
rpm for 10 sec with a ramp of 100 rpm. The specified thickness was obtained by 
increasing the speed to 2000 rpm for 30 sec with a ramp of 500 rpm. After coating one 
side of the substrate, the substrate was soft baked for 2 min at 100° C to dry the 
photoresist. 
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Figure 4.10 Fabrication of microstrip antenna using photolithography. 
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The process was repeated for the other side also. The antenna pattern is 
transferred to the photoresist coating by using a mask and placing the mask in contact 
with the surface of the substrate and exposing to UV rays (wavelength 352 nm) for 3.5 
minutes. Care should be taken in aligning the ground slot mask with the top surface mask 
by using the alignment markers. The substrate was then developed using developer 
Shipley MF 321 in which the unwanted UV exposed photoresist is washed away and the 
unexposed photoresist in the shape of the triangular antenna protects the copper under it. 
The sample was washed and dried with nitrogen gas. The sample was then hard baked at 
100° C for 20 min to harden the photoresist. The antenna structure as a copper patch on 
the polyimide substrate was obtained by etching the unwanted and unprotected copper 
using copper etchant (ferric chloride solution). The final antenna structure was obtained 
as shown in Figure 4.11. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.11 Triangular microstrip patch antenna (a) top surface (b) ground slot 
4.3 Fabrication Steps for Sensor Integration with Antenna 
The integration of the sensor with the antenna involves the fabrication of the 
sensor on the feed of the antenna. This can be achieved by using the copper feed of the 
antenna as the bottom plate and the e-beam deposited copper layer as the top layer of the 
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capacitor. The capacitor gets its electromagnetic energy from the bottom antenna feed 
and the top plate is grounded to the bottom ground layer of the antenna using solder. The 
first step in the integration process is the reducing of the thickness of the antenna feed 
from 35 um to 5 jam. It was then followed by coating the dielectric layers and finally 
depositing the 300 nm top copper layer. Figure 4.12 shows the fabricated sensor tag 
antenna. 
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Figure 4.12 Fabricated ethylene sensor integrated with triangular microstrip patch 
antenna. 
Care must be taken in covering the antenna surface when the sensing layer is 
deposited. This is done by using masking tape (Echo supply, Polyester 4" masking tape). 
Once the sensing layer is deposited, a shadow mask (200 urn thick silicon mask) is used 
to cover the sensing layer and is pattered in such a way so that e-beam copper deposition 
occurs only on the top of the sensing layer. 
CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
In this dissertation, the experiments are divided into two parts. The first part deals 
with the ethylene sensor as a standalone device and the first section of this chapter deals 
with the experimental set-up and measurement techniques used for the experiments. The 
second part of the chapter deals with the experimental set-up and measurement 
techniques used for the sensor integrated with the tag antenna. 
5.1 Ethylene Sensor 
The electrical parameter of measurement for the stand alone ethylene sensor is the 
capacitance of the device. The instrument used and the experimental set-up is given 
below. 
5.1.1 Experimental Set-up and 
Measurement Procedures 
The ethylene sensors were tested with a Keithley test system 595 quasistatic 
capacitance-voltage (CV) meter. The two-probe micromanipulator (Model 525) was used 
as the probing station. Figure 5.1 shows the experimental set-up with the individual 
ethylene sensors placed inside an airtight chamber. A gas cylinder containing ethylene 
gas concentration of 100 ppm with nitrogen as the carrier gas was used as the stimulant. 
The ethylene gas was mixed with dry air using a T-connector with the flow of 
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ethylene gas and dry air individually adjusted using a flowmeter. The flowmeter used is a 
standard cubic feet per hour (SCFH) capacity flowmeter filling a chamber of 2.15 L 
capacity. 
Flow controllers Outlet 
Ethylene 
gas _ 
(100 ppm) 
Dry air 
Test chamber 
Keithley probe station 
Figure 5.1 Experimental set-up for measuring ethylene sensors. 
The flowmeter can supply from 1 to 5 SCFH of ethylene or dry air. To achieve a 
20 ppm of ethylene, the ethylene flowmeter was set at 1 SCFH and the dry air flowmeter 
was set at 4 SCFH. Similarly, for 20 ppm of ethylene, the ethylene flowmeter was set at 2 
SCFH and dry air flowmeter is set at 3 SCFH. Thus, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 ppm were 
achieved. A commercial ethylene detector, Oldham MX 2100, was placed inside the 
chamber to indicate the amount of ethylene gas concentration present inside the chamber. 
To flush out the ethylene gas, pure dry air was passed. The chamber has an inlet for 
inflow of ethylene gas and an outlet for the outflow. Two copper clippers with wires were 
used to connect the top and bottom layers of the capacitors to the keithley probe needles. 
The sensor parameter measurements can be done in two ways. In the first measurement 
technique, ethylene gas of specific concentration was passed for a few seconds until the 
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chamber was filled and then the inlet and outlet were sealed. The capacitive sensor CV 
measurements were then taken. The voltage supplied was from -1 V to +1 V for which 
the capacitance was observed. In the other measurement technique the ethylene gas of 
specific concentration was continuously flowed through the chamber with the outlet kept 
open. 
5.2 Ethylene Sensor Integrated with RFID Tag Antenna 
The ethylene sensor was integrated with the RFID tag antenna for wireless 
measurement of the ethylene gas concentration. This set of experiments needs a different 
experimental set-up as the measurements now involve wireless collection of sensor 
output data. The instruments used for this purpose are a network analyzer and RFID 
reader. All the experiments are done inside an anechoic chamber (Chamber dimensions: 
24 x 24 x 24 cubic inches, absorbing material: C-RAM SFC-8, reflectivity at 1 GHz: -30 
dB, manufacturer: Cuming Microwave). These experiments also require calibration of the 
instruments and measurement techniques adapted for the passive wireless detection of 
ethylene gas. 
5.2.1 Experimental Set-up 
The experimental set-up to measure the change in return loss and backscattered 
voltage wirelessly is given in Figure 5.2. Ethylene gas concentration of 100 ppm was 
mixed with dry air using flowmeters as explained in section 5.1.1. The varying ppm of 
ethylene was then passed to an air tight chamber in which the sensor integrated antenna 
was placed. In this set-up, the commercial ethylene detector to detect the concentration of 
ethylene present inside the chamber was placed outside as any object placed near the 
antenna affects its characteristics. The ethylene gas was passed to the chamber and the 
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outlet of the chamber was connected to the ethylene detector. The ethylene gas is vented 
out through the ethylene detector. The sample to be tested in suspended using a tape 
attached to the lid of the chamber. In order to measure the return loss of the tag, another 
triangular patch antenna was connected directly to the network analyzer. 
Figure 5.2 Experimental set-up for wireless sensing of ethylene gas. 
The distance between the antennas was optimized at 16 cm which will be 
explained in the next section. A close up view of the chamber is given in Figure 5.3. The 
chamber with the sample and the receiving microstrip antenna was placed inside an 
anechoic chamber to absorb internal reflections due to objects and to reflect external 
noise signals affecting the measurements. For measuring tne resonant frequency shift due 
to the presence of ethylene, the antenna was directly connected to the network analyzer 
through a connection to the feed of the antenna. 
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Figure 5.3 Schematic diagram to show the interaction between reader antenna and 
sensor tag. 
For measuring the backscattered signal voltage, the receiving antenna was 
connected to the reader directly instead of to the network analyzer with the rest of the 
experimental set-up remaining the same. 
5.2.2 Measurement Techniques and 
Procedures 
Before beginning the sensor integrated antenna experiments in the anechoic 
chamber, network analyzer calibration, anechoic chamber noise canceling procedure, and 
distance optimization between the tag antenna and receiving antenna were performed. For 
measuring the resonant frequency, only the network analyzer calibration was performed. 
For measuring return loss and backscattered signal amplitude, anechoic chamber noise 
canceling procedure and distance optimization were performed, 
(i) Network analyzer calibration 
The network analyzer calibration was performed to standardize the network 
analyzer for open, short, and 50 Q load. Standard calibration connectors were used for 
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this purpose. The three connectors were connected in sequence and then the analyzer was 
instructed to calibrate. The important criterion in this calibration is that the calibration 
connectors have to be connected only at the point were the antenna with sensor will be 
connected for experiments. This means that the connectors have to be connected after the 
cables and just before the antenna connection. This calibration also takes the cable length 
into consideration for reflections and cancels the effect of the cable's electrical length, 
(ii) Anechoic chamber noise canceling procedure 
Even though anechoic chambers are designed to absorb internal RF signals and 
reflect external noise signal from entering the chamber, Nikitin, et al. in [81] proved that 
there will still be internal reflections and these reflections affect the antenna 
characteristics. Hence, an anechoic chamber noise cancellation procedure as given in [81] 
is followed. This method is similar to the calibration of the network analyzer procedure 
where, instead of connecting the 50 Q load connector, the receiving antenna was 
connected and the gas chamber, without the sample, was also placed inside the anechoic 
chamber. The network analyzer was then instructed to calibrate. This procedure cancels 
the reflections present inside the anechoic chamber. 
Figure 5.4 shows the return loss measured before and after noise cancellation. The 
signal before calibration shows a high return loss of -28 dB at 900 MHz due to internal 
reflections and after calibration, the dominant internal reflected signals were cancelled 
and pushed to the noise level return loss of-50 dB. 
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Figure 5.4 Antenna return loss measured in the empty anechoic chamber before and 
after calibration. 
(iii) Distance optimization between the tag antenna and receiving antenna 
The operating RFID tag antenna signal is a continuous 915 MHz sinusoidal 
signal. In air, these RF signals tend to have a standing wave pattern [76]. Due to the wave 
pattern, a maximum change in return loss or backscattered signal amplitude caused by the 
additive effect of transmitted and reflected signals occurs only at certain distance points. 
These points are repetitive for every wavelength cycle. Samples placed and measured at 
any other distance will not show a large change in parameters due to any change in the 
capacitance of the sensor since the subtractive effect overshadows the results. Hence, it is 
very important to optimize the distance between the tag antenna and the receiving 
antenna connected to the network analyzer or reader. Figure 5.5 shows the experimental 
results for the optimized distance of 16 cm between our sensor tag and the receiving 
antenna. 
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Figure 5.5 Distance optimization between the tag antenna and receiving antenna. 
In order to optimize the distance, an RFID tag antenna integrated with a lumped 
capacitor of specific capacitance (5 pF) was placed at varying distances from the 
transmitting/ receiving (Tx/Rx) antenna. The return loss was measured using a network 
analyzer. The same procedure was repeated with another capacitor (6 pF) to observe the 
distance at which the return loss change is maximum. Figure 5.5 shows that a maximum 
return loss change of-7.3 dB occurs at 16 cm. 
CHAPTER 6 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter comprises of four sections. In the first section, we present the results 
and discussions for ethylene sensors working as a stand alone device. In the second part 
of the chapter, we present the results and discussions for the ethylene sensor integrated 
with the antenna. In this section we also present simulation results and compare the result 
with experimental values. The third part of the chapter explains the initial set of results 
obtained for detecting passive multiple tags functioning on backscattering technique at 
varying distances. The last section of this chapter deals with the experimental results for 
the sensor tag output read by the RFID reader. 
6.1 Ethylene Sensor 
The standalone ethylene sensors were tested for their response to ethylene gas 
concentration of 0 to 100 ppm. As mentioned before, SnC>2 nanoparticles as the sensing 
dielectric layer in the capacitor model was tested at room temperature. The sensor's 
sensitivity, repeatability, reproducibility, response time, recovery time and selectivity 
were experimentally observed and improved. 
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6.1.1 Experimental Results 
The capacitive ethylene sensors were tested for ethylene concentration from 0 to 
100 ppm. The CV characteristics of the sensor response to ethylene were plotted. Pure 
Sn(>2 nanoparticles coated to form the sensing dielectric layer were tested. As Pt and Pd 
particles are known for their catalytic effect to enhance the sensitivity of SnC>2 
nanoparticles to ethylene gas stimulant [14] [82], a layer of 10 nm thickness of Pt/Pd alloy 
(80:20) was deposited by sputtering technique. The sensor characteristics were compared 
for both pure SnC>2 and SnC>2 with Pt/Pd layer. 
6.1.1.1 Sensitivity and Reproducibility 
Figure 6.1 shows the sensitivity to ethylene gas for a pure SnC>2 dielectric layered 
sample and SnC>2 coated with Pt/Pd. The capacitance decreases linearly with different 
concentration of ethylene. 
Sample 2 —> y = -0.0613x - 0.6857 T 
-9-1 ' ' ' ' ' 
0 20 40 60 80 100 
Ethylene gas concentration (ppm) 
Figure 6.1 Sensitivity and reproducibility of capacitive ethylene sensor to ethylene. 
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AC represents the amount of change in capacitance when ethylene is sensed 
compared to the original value of sensor capacitance in air, as given below. 
AC = C - C 0 (6.1) 
where, Co is the capacitance of the sensor in air (0 ppm) and C is the capacitance at 
varying ethylene gas concentrations. The negative value indicates that the capacitance 
decreases for an increase in ethylene concentration. From Figure 6.2, we can see that the 
overall change of pure SnOa to ethylene gas concentration from 0 to 100 ppm is 5 pF and 
for SnC>2 with Pt/Pd is 7 pF, thus showing that the Pt/Pd layer on the SnC>2 has enhanced 
the sensitivity of SnC>2 nanoparticles to ethylene gas by 39%. Two different samples 
(sample A and B for pure SnC>2 as the dielectric and sample C and D for SnC>2 coated 
with Pt/Pd layer as the dielectric) were used to observe the reproducibility of the sensing 
layer. The linear fit has been plotted using statistical analysis software (SAS) [83]. The 
program written to extract the statistical parameters and the output data are given in 
Appendix A. Table 6.1 summarizes the key results used for the data analysis. 
Table 6.1 Statistical data for sensitivity and reproducibility experimental data 
points. 
Sum of Square Error 
R-Square 
F- Statistic 
T- Statistic (Intercept, 
Slope) 
Slope 
Pure Sn02 
Sample A 
0.57619 
96.43% 
108.00 
-0.03,-10.39 
-0.0471 
Sample B 
0.42800 
98.27% 
227.73 
0.84,-15.09 
-0.059 
Sn02 with Pt/Pd 
Sample A 
1.10133 
97.21% 
139.22 
0.09,-11.80 
-0.0471 
Sample B 
1.02343 
96.25% 
102.76 
-1.87,-10.14 
0.0613 
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The key parameters used for the statistical analysis are the Sum of Square Error 
which quantifies the variability between the response estimate and the predicted value 
and R-Square value which gives the percentage of variability that has been accounted for 
by the linear fit. F-Statistic gives the significance of the regression and T-Statistic gives 
the estimate of the linear fit presenting the significance of the intercept and slope. Finally 
the value of the slope is noted for sensitivity comparisons between samples. The 
program, output data, and output plot are given in Appendix A. 
From Table 6.1, we see that the R square values for sample A and B ( for pure 
SnCb) are 96.43% and 98.27% which indicates that almost all the data variability are 
accounted for in the regression model. For the same samples, the value of Fo.oi, 1,4, found 
using F-Table is 21.20, which is smaller than the F-Statistic (108.00 and 227.73) 
obtained, indicating the significance of the regression variable with 99.0% confidence. 
The T-Statistic To.oos, 1, 4 for the same samples was 4.604, found using T-Table. The 
intercepts for sample A and sample B were -0.03 and 0.84 respectively which are less 
than 4.604 implying that the hypothesis that the intercept of the model is equal to zero is 
true with 99.0% confidence. In other words, the intercept intersects at zero. For the slopes 
of sample A and B their absolute t-values (-10.39 and -15.09) are greater than 4.604, 
implying that the hypothesis that the intercept of the model is equal to zero is rejected 
with 99.0% confidence. In other words the slope of the linear fit is significant which 
implies that the sensor is considerably sensitive to the stimulant. 
For the samples C and D with the dielectric made of SnC>2 with a Pt/Pd layer, the 
R square values were 97.21% and 96.25% which indicates that almost all of the data 
variability is accounted for in the regression model. For the same samples, the value of 
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Fo.oi, i, 4 , is 21.20 which is smaller than the F-Statistic (139.22 and 102.76) obtained, 
indicating the significance of the regression variable with 99.0% confidence. The T-
Statistic To.oo5, I, 4 for the same samples was 4.604. The intercepts for sample C and 
sample D were 0.09 and -1.87 respectively which are less than 4.604 implying that the 
hypothesis that the intercept of the model is equal to zero is true with 99.0% confidence. 
For the slopes of sample C and D their absolute t-values (-11.8 and -10.14) are greater 
than 4.604, implying that the hypothesis that the intercept of the model is equal to zero is 
rejected with 99.0%> confidence. In other words, the slope of the linear fit is significant 
which implies that the sensor is considerably sensitive to the stimulant. 
The difference between the slopes of pure SnC>2 samples A and B is 0.0119 and 
for samples C and D is 0.0142. As the values are almost the same, both samples with only 
pure Sn(>2 and samples with Pt/Pd are reproducible. However, samples with dielectric 
Sn(>2 with Pt/Pd layer are very slightly greater that samples with pure SnC>2 as the 
dielectric. 
6.1.1.2 Hysteresis 
Hysteresis of a sensor is the shift in the parametric values of the sensor when the 
stimulant is removed. In other words, it is the measure of the accurate repeatability of the 
sensor data points to the stimulant during the increasing and decreasing of the sensed 
stimulant. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 shows the hysteresis of the sensor with pure SnC^ and 
SnC>2 with the Pt/Pd layer, respectively. The SnC^ sample with Pt/Pd layer shows 
hysteresis similar to the hysteresis effect observed by Dennis, et al. [84] the cause of 
which is attributed to the imbalances in the catalytic nature of Pd nanoparticles 
dissociating oxygen and producing (X ions. 
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Figure 6.2 Hysteresis of pure S11O2 dielectric layer capacitor when exposed to 
ethylene. 
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Figure 6.3 Hysteresis of SnC>2 with Pt/Pd dielectric layer capacitor when exposed to 
ethylene. 
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6.1.1.3 Degradation 
Figure 6.4 shows the degradation of the sensor over time. The same sample was 
tested for 5 days under the same testing condition. The dotted line indicates the pure 
SnC>2 sample and the solid line indicates the SnC>2 with Pt/Pd sample showing an overall 
change of 5 pF and 7.5 pF for pure S n d and Sn02 with Pt/Pd samples, respectively. 
Ethylene gas concentration (ppm) 
Figure 6.4 Degradation of ethylene sensor for varying ethylene concentrations. 
The linear fit has been plotted using the S AS program and the summary of the 
extracted statistical parameters is given in Table 6.2 for both samples. From Table 6.2, 
we see that the sum of square error is less for both the samples, indicating that the linear 
fit is well suited for the experimental data points obtained as the difference between the 
experimental data and the predicted values are less. The R square values for pure SnC>2 
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and Sn02 with Pt/Pd are 97.88% and 93.02%, which indicates that almost all the data 
variability is accounted for in the regression model. 
Table 6.2 Statistical data for the degradation study. 
Sum of Square Error 
R-Square 
F- Statistic 
T- Statistic (Intercept, Slope) 
Slope 
Pure Sn02 
1.99135 
97.88% 
1292.96 
1.11,-35.96 
-0.05126 
Sn02 with Pt/Pd layer 
0.47465 
93.02% 
372.91 
-2.55,-19.31 
-0.07111 
For the same samples, the value of Fo.oi, I, 28 is 7.64 which is smaller than the F-
Statistic (1292.96 and 372.91) obtained indicating the significance of the regression 
variable with 99.0% confidence. The F-static values for these experimental data points 
are high as the number of sample data points is 28 whereas for the sensitivity 
experiments, the number of data points was 4. The T-Statistic T0.005, 1, 28 for the same 
samples was 2.763, found using T table. The intercepts for the samples were 1.11 and -
2.55 respectively which are less than 2.763 implying that the hypothesis that the intercept 
of the model is equal to zero is true with 99.0% confidence. In other words, the intercept 
intersects at zero. As for the slopes of the samples, their absolute t-values (-35.96 and -
19.31) are greater than 2.763, implying that the hypothesis that the intercept of the model 
is equal to zero is rejected with 99.0% confidence. 
Table 6.3 shows the comparison of the slope between the two samples for the first 
day and last day of measurement and the difference in their slope to show which sample 
has more degradation than the other. The difference in slope between day 1 and day 5 for 
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the sample with pure S11O2 is lesser than the sample with the Pt/Pd layer indicating that 
the degradation is less for pure SnC>2. 
Table 6.3 Comparison of slopes between day 1 and day 5 of the samples. 
Pure Sn02 
Sn02 with Pt/Pd layer 
Day 1 
-0.0527 
-0.0719 
Day 5 
-0.0516 
-0.0689 
Difference in slope 
0.0011 
0.0030 
Statistically the difference in slope is very small indicating that both samples 
show little degradation over time. However, pure SnC^ samples show more repeatable 
data points than SnC>2 with Pt/Pd, as seen in Figure 6.4. The variations in the data points 
for 20 ppm and 40 ppm can be attributed to the variations in the oxygen dissociation on 
Pd particle surface at room temperature [85]. Oxygen dissociates into O" ions when it 
encounters Pd which acts as a catalyst. This atomic oxygen spill over from the Pd to the 
Sn02 surface enhances the reaction of ethylene gas with the SnC>2 nanoparticles. The 
effect can be clearly observed from Figure 6.4, as only the first two ethylene 
concentrations show more variations in data values which later stabilize to more 
repeatable data values. Therefore, this effect can be minimized if the sensor was allowed 
more time for the above mentioned phenomena to take place and then measured for 
ethylene gas stimulant. 
6.1.1.4 Response Time and Recovery Time 
The sensor response time and recovery time is given in Figure 6.5. From the 
figure we can see that Sn02 with the Pt/Pd layer has the faster response time of about 3 
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min as compared to the pure S11O2 sample with a 5 min response time. The recovery time 
for pure S11O2 is higher at 7 min as compared to SnC>2 with the Pt/Pd layer which has a 
faster recovery time of 5 min. Therefore, the overall response time and recovery time is 
improved by 40% and 28% respectively. The faster response time and recovery time is 
also attributed to the catalytic effect of platinum and palladium in SnC>2 to ethylene gas. 
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Figure 6.5 Response time and recovery time of pure SnC>2 and SnC>2 with Pt/Pd to 
ethylene concentration. 
6.1.1.5 Selectivity 
The selectivity of a gas sensor denotes the capability of the sensor to sense its 
targeted stimulant in a mix of other gases. In our case, the sensor is used to sense 
ethylene emanated from fruits which means that it should be able to detect ethylene from 
among other gases present in the warehouse environment as well as from gases 
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emanating from the fruit. In [14], the sensor is demonstrated for its sensitivity to ethylene 
gas when compared to ethanol and ammonia. According to the paper, ethanol is a gas that 
is emanated when the fruit is subjected to respiration stress. Ammonia is another gas 
present in warehouses due to leakage from refrigeration units. As given in [86], carbon 
dioxide (CO2) is another gas most commonly present in warehouses as CO2 emanates 
from both climacteric and non-climacteric fruits. The amount of CO2 present in 
warehouses has been collected and presented by T. Thomas and M. Skaria, as shown in 
Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.6 Concentration of CO2 present in warehouses [87]. 
Therefore, we have checked the sensor's sensitivity to ethylene in a carrier 
concentration of CO2 gas of 1000, 2000 and 3000 ppm. Sensitivity of sensors is usually 
increased by adding dopants and using multiple sensors in an array [88]. We have 
adopted the technique of adding other metals as a layer to the SnC>2 nanoparticle sensing 
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layers. From [14], we see that the sensitivity of the Sn02 nanoparticle layer to ethylene 
gas can be increased by adding Pd or Pt. 
In Figure 6.7, a comparison of the sensitivity of pure SnC>2 and Sn02 with a Pt/Pd 
layer to ethylene gas concentration of 0 to 100 ppm mixed with three different CO2 gas 
concentrations of 1000, 2000 and 3000 ppm is given. The calculations for achieving the 
required concentrations are given in Appendix B. 
Ethylene gas concentration (ppm) 
Figure 6.7 Sensitivity of pure S11O2 and Sn02 with Pt/Pd layer to ethylene gas 
concentration mixed with CO2 gas. 
The pure SnC>2 dielectric layer based capacitive sensor shows an overall change of 
6 pF decrease in capacitance and SnC>2 with Pt/Pd shows an overall change of 7.2 pF for 
an increase in concentration of ethylene from 0 to 100 ppm. 
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The linear fit has been plotted using SAS program and the summary of the 
extracted statistical parameters for the sample with pure Sn02 and the sample with Pt/Pd 
is given in Table 6.4. From Table 6.4, we see that the sum of square error is less (0.77035 
for pure Sn02 and 1.53492 for Sn02 with a Pt/Pd layer) for both the samples, indicating 
that the linear fit is well suited for the experimental data points obtained as the difference 
between the experimental data and the predicted values are less. The R square values for 
pure Sn02 and Sn02 with Pt/Pd are 97.88% and 93.02% which indicates that almost all 
the data variability are accounted for in the regression model. 
Table 6.4 Statistical data for selectivity study. 
Sum of Square Error 
R-Square 
F- Statistic 
T- Statistic (Intercept, Slope) 
Slope 
Pure Sn02 
0.77035 
99.08% 
1720.69 
0.14,-41.48 
-0.06281 
Sn02 with Pt/Pd layer 
1.53492 
98.54% 
1079.94 
-0.9, -32.86 
-0.07024 
For the same samples, the value of Fo.oi, I, 16 is 8.53 which is smaller than the F-
Statistic (1292.96 and 1079.94) obtained indicating the significance of the regression 
variable with 99.0% confidence. The F-static values for these experimental data points 
are high as the number of sample data points is 16 whereas for the sensitivity 
experiments, the number of data points was 4. The T-Statistic To.oos, l, 16 for the same 
samples was 2.921, found by using T table. The intercepts for the samples were 0.14 and 
-0.9 respectively, which are less than 2.921, implying that the hypothesis that the 
intercept of the model is equal to zero is true with 99.0% confidence. In other words, the 
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intercept intersects at zero. As for the slopes of the samples, their absolute t-values (-
41.48 and -32.86) are greater than 2.921, implying that the hypothesis that the intercept of 
the model is equal to zero is rejected with 99.0% confidence. 
Using Table 6.2 and Table 6.4, the difference in slope for the pure SnC>2 sample is 
0.01155 and for Sn02 with Pt/Pd is 0.0009 which shows that the sample with pure Sn02 
has cross sensitivities to CO2. Also, when comparing Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.7, the 
overall change of pure SnC>2 has increased from 5 pF to 6 pF, whereas for SnC>2 with a 
Pt/Pd layer it has remained the same. This clearly indicates that pure SnC>2 has cross 
sensitivities to CO2 gas and that the addition of Pt/Pd has increased the sensitivity of the 
SnC>2 dielectric layer to ethylene gas by 1 pF. Thus, the addition of Pt/Pd layer to SnC>2 
has increased the selectivity by 66%. 
6.2 Ethylene Sensor Integrated With RFID Tag Antenna 
The antenna parameters were measured for the sensor integrated with tag antenna 
using simulation and experiments. The simulation results are presented for the shift in 
frequency due to the change in ethylene gas concentration. The experiments performed to 
sense ethylene when the ethylene sensor is integrated with tag antenna involves detecting 
the antenna characteristics. The antenna characteristics change when the sensor integrated 
with it senses ethylene. The main parameters of measurements are resonant frequency 
shift, return loss and backscattered voltage. Return loss and backscattered voltage are 
measured wirelessly and resonant frequency is measured by connecting the sensor 
integrated antenna with a network analyzer. 
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6.2.1 Simulation Results 
As mentioned before in section 3.4.2.2, the triangular microstrip patch antenna 
with two ports is created in the EM plane. This is later modeled as a component and 
imported to the circuit level where the sensor is represented as a variable capacitor. When 
the value of the capacitance is varied, there is a shift in the antenna resonance frequency. 
We know that when a capacitive ethylene sensor is integrated with the antenna, the 
capacitance of the sensor in air before the ethylene gas is sensed has its own capacitance 
value. From experiments, it was observed that this value is about 6 pF. From experiments 
and simulation results, it was also observed that a 6 pF of capacitance shifts the resonant 
frequency by 70 MHz. Hence, a 915 MHz antenna is modified to resonate at 985 MHz so 
that when a capacitive ethylene sensor is integrated, it pushes the antenna to resonate at 
915 MHz. In order to modify the triangular antenna to resonate at 985 MHz, a tuning fork 
structure, as shown in Figure 6.8, was added to the feed of the antenna. 
41.117108mm 
Figure 6.8 Modified triangular microstrip patch antenna resonating at 985 MHz 
with VSWR = 1.69. 
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In [89], Alam, et al. has presented that the use of a tuning fork structure has aided 
in better optimization of the microstrip antenna and also greatly improved the radiation 
pattern of the antenna. Hence, the tuning fork structure was used in our triangular antenna 
to increase the resonant frequency of the antenna and also for better optimization of the 
antenna structure with better radiation pattern. The designing of the antenna to higher 
resonating frequency significantly decreased the size of the antenna by 63% when 
compared to the original antenna given in [72]. 
The circuit level representation of the sensor integrated with antenna is shown in 
Figure 6.9. When the capacitance of the sensor model was varied from 0 to 10 pF, a shift 
in resonant frequency was observed (Figure 6.10). 
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Figure 6.9 Circuit level model of sensor integrated with tag antenna. 
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Figure 6.10 Simulation results for shift in Rf for change in capacitance of the sensor. 
6.2.2 Experimental Results 
Figure 6.11 shows the change in resonant frequency of the integrated sensor 
antenna as a function of ethylene gas concentration. As seen in the simulation result 
(Figure 6.10), the experimental result for the resonant frequency for the antenna 
integrated with the ethylene sensor also increased for a decrease in capacitance. 
Two different samples, identified as samples A and B, were considered for this 
experiment. Sample A resonates at 961 MHz and sample B resonates at 937 MHz before 
being exposed to ethylene. This means that the integrated sensor for sample A has a 
capacitance of 2.5 pF and sample B has a capacitance of 4 pF. In order to confirm the 
change in resonant frequency, simulations were also performed, where the experimentally 
determined capacitance values corresponding to the ethylene concentrations of interest 
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were used as values for the capacitive loads of the simulated microstrip patch antenna. 
The resulting simulation curve, also shown in Figure 6.11, closely matches with the 
experimental data. 
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Figure 6.11 Simulation and experimental data for shift in resonant frequency of 
antenna. 
A 7 MHz increase in resonant frequency was observed for sample A and 5.8 MHz 
of increase in resonant frequency was observed for sample B for a change in ethylene 
concentration from 0 to 100 ppm. Figure 6.12 shows the wireless detection of the change 
in the return loss of the sensor antenna by a receiving antenna kept at a distance of 16 cm. 
The initial calibration for the return loss measurement was performed. As shown in 
Figure 6.12, over the ethylene concentration range of 0 to 100 ppm, the return loss was 
reduced by 10.5 dB for sample A and 8.8 dB for sample B, with respect to the respective 
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antenna's initial resonant frequency (Rj). The solid line in Figure 6.12 represents the 
linear fit to the displayed measured data points. 
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Figure 6.12 Change in return loss with ethylene gas concentration. 
Comparing Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12, we see that the amount of change in 
return loss is much higher for sample A with a higher frequency shift than for sample B 
with a lower resonant frequency shift. 
6.3 Multiple Tag Detection at Varying Distance 
The sensor tag presented in this dissertation detects ethylene and the output 
detected by the reader is in the form of a varying backscattered signal amplitude with 
change in ethylene concentration. With this type of passive RFID system, two types of 
problems exist. (1) It is also known that the amplitude of the backscattered signal is a 
higher amplitude when placed closer to the reader antenna than the tag placed further 
away from the reader antenna. Hence, a reader can misread the data from a tag sensing a 
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high concentration of ethylene compared to a tag sensing a low concentration of ethylene 
just because of the placement of the tag being further away from the reader antenna since 
the amplitude of the backscattered signal will be low in both cases. (2) The second 
difficulty in such a system is detecting multiple tags as all tags resonate at the same 
frequency. 
The above mentioned problems have been solved by using multiple tags with 
different antenna resonant frequencies and measuring the return loss. The experimental 
set-up for this experiment is shown in Figure 6.13. 
Tx/Rx antenna 
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Figure 6.13 Experimental set-up for multiple tag testing at varying distances. 
The network analyzer is used to transmit a range of frequencies and measure the 
return loss reflected from the antenna under detection. Three antennas resonating at 923 
MHz, 931 MHz, and 953 MHz were consecutively tested for return loss at varying 
distances of 7 cm, 16 cm, and 23 cm. From the data plots shown in Figure 6.14, it can be 
noted that all three antennas, when placed at a distance of 7 cm from the reader, will 
record a return loss of -25 dB only at the respective resonant frequency of each antenna 
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when the reader is sweeping a frequency range. Similarly, all the three antennas when 
placed at 16 cm from the reader, will record a return loss of -32 dB only at respective 
resonant frequency of each antenna. Thus, for applications where the distance between 
the reader and the tags is not fixed, the tags, which are designed with varying frequencies 
along with the presented experimental set-up, can be used. 
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Figure 6.14 Multiple tag detection at varying distances. 
However, the presented sensor tag can still be used for applications related to 
reading one carton of fruit at a time when loading and unloading the fruit cartons using 
conveyer belt systems. Each carton would contain a sensor tag operating at the same 
frequency and the change in ethylene concentration in the individual carton would result 
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in a corresponding change in return loss of the particular sensor tag. Thus the reader can 
detect if the carton contains unripe, ripe, or over-ripe fruit. 
6.4 RFID Reader System 
The RFID reader used for the sensor tag readout is a simple custom built reader 
presented by Shrestha, et al. in [90]. This reader is designed to read passive sensor tags 
working on the principle of the signal amplitude variation being proportional to the 
stimulant. 
6.4.1 Reader Output Data 
As shown in Figure 6.15, the RFID reader system consists of an analog reader 
section, an analog to digital converter, a single board computer, and peripherals to 
communicate with the outside world through cyber space. The reader sends a 915 MHz 
continuous sinusoidal signal to the sensor tag and receives the backscattered signal from 
the tag. The amplitude of the received signal changes according to the concentration of 
ethylene sensed by the sensor. 
A/D converter Analog section Connection to antenna 
Figure 6.15 Modular prototype of the RFID reader system [90]. 
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The change in amplitude is compared with the original signal transmitted and the 
amount of change in signal amplitude is translated as the concentration of ethylene 
sensed. 
6.4.2 Experimental Results 
The experimental set-up for the sensor tag output data measurement with the 
reader is given in Figure 6.16. The distance between the sensor tag and the reader antenna 
is optimized as 16 cm using the distance optimization technique explained in section 
5.2.3. 
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Figure 6.16 Experimental set-up for sensor tag detection of ethylene with reader. 
The reader antenna is a circular disc monopole antenna with a wide band width of 
-10 dB around 915 MHz, as given in [72]. The sensor tag, which comprises the sensor 
integrated with the triangular patch antenna, is place inside a chamber. Ethylene gas of 
concentration 0 ppm to 100 ppm was supplied to the chamber containing the sensor tag. 
When the sensor senses the ethylene, the antenna parameters vary in accordance with the 
concentration of ethylene present inside the chamber. The changes in the sensor tag affect 
the amplitude of the backscattered signal reaching the reader antenna. The backscattered 
signal is compared with the original signal and the output of the reader is the 
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demodulated output signal amplitude read on a display. Figure 6.17 shows the reader 
output data for a sensor tag tested over time. The solid line represents the linear fit to the 
displayed measured data points. An overall change of 3 mV was observed. 
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Figure 6.17 Reader output data of sensor tag sensing ethylene gas. 
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From the results presented in this chapter we can conclude that the sensor tag as 
designed has been successfully tested for wireless detection of ethylene gas with a 
network analyzer and 915 MHz RFID reader. Detecting the freshness status of the fruits 
under observation can be achieved by setting the reader to alert the user for specific ppm 
levels to indicate the status of the fruits as raw, ripe, over-ripe, and spoilt. 
CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusions 
In this dissertation, we present a novel SnC>2 nanoparticle based capacitive 
ethylene sensor integrated with a triangular microstrip patch antenna operating at 915 
MHz for wireless monitoring of climacteric fruit freshness. Unlike other reported SnC>2 
resistor based sensors, the SnC>2 capacitor based model senses ethylene at room 
temperature, which is achieved by coating a thin dielectric sensing layer of 1200 nm 
using 10 nm to 15 nm SnC>2 nanoparticles. The sensor was fabricated at room temperature 
using a dip coating technique on a flexible polyimide substrate. The dissertation also 
presents the sensitivity, selectivity, reproducibility, response and recovery time, and 
degradation study for the sensor. Pure SnCb and Sn02 with a Pt/Pd layer were used as the 
dielectric sensing layer to improve the sensor performance. 
The direct integration of the sensor with a triangular patch antenna using the 
capacitive loading technique represents a one of a kind sensor tag for ethylene gas 
sensing. The ethylene gas concentration was wirelessly monitored using two methods of 
detection: (1) return loss measurement method, which uses another transmitting/receiving 
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antenna connected to a network analyzer to monitor the changes in return loss of the 
antenna integrated with sensor, (2) backscattered signal amplitude method, which uses a 
RFID reader to wirelessly monitor the changes in backscattered voltage from the sensor 
tag due to the presence of ethylene gas. 
Preliminary results have been presented for detecting multiple sensor tags placed 
at varying distances from the transmitting/receiving antenna. This was achieved by 
sweeping a range of frequencies and measuring the return loss at each specified resonant 
frequency of the tag antenna. 
In a summary, this research leads to the following results and conclusions: 
• A capacitive ethylene sensor with the pure SnC>2 as the sensing dielectric layer 
decreased in capacitance by 5 pF when ethylene gas concentration was increased 
from 0 ppm to 100 ppm. 
• The use of a Pt/Pd layer with the SnC>2 layer further decreases the change in 
capacitance by 7 pF. These samples also showed a better selectivity to ethylene 
gas in a CO2 environment (1000 ppm, 2000 ppm, and 3000 ppm) by showing an 
overall decrease in 7 pF of capacitance, which is the same as the pure ethylene gas 
environment. Whereas, the samples with pure SnC>2 showed an overall decrease in 
capacitance of 6 pF for ethylene gas in a CO2 environment as compared to the 
pure ethylene gas environment change in capacitance of 5 pF, thus proving its 
cross sensitivity to CO2 gas. 
• The samples with sensing dielectric layer of SnC>2 with a Pt/Pd layer also had a 
better response time of 3 min when compared to the response time of 5 min for 
pure Sn02 samples. 
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• However, pure S11O2 samples showed lower hysteresis, better reproducibility, and 
lower degradation than samples of SnC>2 with a Pt/Pd layer. 
• The sensor was integrated with the triangular microstrip patch antenna using the 
capacitive loading technique and an overall increase in resonant frequency and 
return loss of the antenna was 7 MHz and 9.5 dB, respectively. Almost 2 dB of 
reduction in return loss at the antenna resonant frequency was observed for every 
20 ppm of change in ethylene gas concentration, which is high enough for the 
effective determination of the intermediate ethylene concentration values. 
• The capacitive loading technique adapted for the integration of the capacitive 
ethylene sensor to the feed end of the triangular patch antenna reduced the size of 
the antenna by 63 percent. 
• The detection range of the sensor tag (operating in the UHF range of 915 MHz) 
was at 16 cm making the tag operable in the far field range as compared to some 
of the near field (of few mm distance) wireless RFID sensor tag detectors. 
• The sensor tag was also detected by a reader and showed an overall increase of 3 
mV for the backscattered demodulated signal amplitude. 
The presented senor tag is a passive, low cost, and planar design applicable for sensing 
ethylene gas concentration wirelessly. Hence, it can be effectively applied for wireless 
monitoring of the freshness of climacteric fruit based on the concentration of ethylene gas 
evolved at different stages of ripening during transport and storage. 
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7.2 Future Work 
The future research work pertaining to the presented passive ethylene gas sensor 
is given as follows. 
• The overall sensor parameters such as sensitivity, selectivity, etc can be improved 
by using different dopants. For instance, from the related research presented in 
Chapter 2, we know that WO3 and TiC>2 are other materials which are known for 
their selective sensitivity to ethylene gas. Doping these materials with SnC»2 could 
result in increased sensitivity and selectivity. The sensitivity of the sensor can also 
be improved by using an interdigitated capacitor model [91] with the two plates 
fabricated with dielectric gap, as shown in Figure 7.1. 
Top copper 
plate 
Flexible polyimide 
substrate 
Bottom copper 
plate 
Dielectric layer 
Figure 7.1 Top view of interdigitated capacitor model. 
The sensing dielectric layer is then deposited in the gap using dip coating 
between the two plates and thus forming a parallel plate capacitor in the 
horizontal plane. This interdigitated capacitor model maximizes the exposure of 
the sensing dielectric layer to the stimulant instead of relying on the diffusion of 
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the stimulant in the present capacitor model with the top plate deposited on top of 
the dielectric layer. This will also reduce the fabrication process by two steps by 
eliminating the need for the insulating layer used to prevent shorts and e-beam 
deposition of the top copper plate. Using this model, the capacitor performance 
can be improved when integrated with 915 MHz RFID antenna as the uneven 
deposition of the top copper plate (due to ridges in the coated SnC>2 layer) is 
eliminated. 
• Other sensor models like a diode can be designed using SnC>2 as the sensing layer 
in the MIS diode configurations. This will cause a non-linear output which can be 
used as a switch in triggering the sensor in the ON mode or OFF mode. 
• Challenges do exist in the improvement and optimization of the fabrication 
process at room temperature for depositing the sensing layer as it tends to crack 
when the substrate is strained due to bending. 
• The application of this sensor tag can be extended to other areas of applications 
by simply replacing the ethylene sensing dielectric layer with other (temperature, 
humidity, pressure etc) sensing dielectric layer. 
• Presently the ethylene sensor is unprotected and is prone to physical and chemical 
damages. For example the Sn02 coating can be removed by physical contact and 
the copper plates are subjected to oxidation reaction over time. Hence, there is a 
research need for using a protective layer. 
The future work pertaining to the presented sensor tag is given as follows. 
• The overall increase in the demodulated signal output amplitude was 3 mV when 
detected by a reader in a laboratory set-up with anechoic chamber. Importance 
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should be given to increase the amount of change in the demodulated 
backscattered voltage to about 20 mV to avoid misreading by the reader due to the 
dominance of amplitude noise. Increasing the measured backscattered voltage 
also aids in the effective measurement in the on-site storage facilities without the 
use of the anechoic chamber. 
• Presently the efficiency of the sensor tag in monitoring the climacteric fruit 
freshness is limited to sensing only the ethylene gas evolved. This can be greatly 
improved if other fruit damaging factors, like temperature variations and bacterial 
infections, can also be monitored by using multiple sensors in the sensor tag. 
Also, the application of monitoring freshness of climacteric fruit can also be 
extended to non-climacteric fruits by monitoring the CO2 levels emitted during its 
ripening stage in the plant itself so that the fruits are picked at a mature state for 
transport and storage. 
APPENDIX A 
SAS PROGRAM AND OUTPUT DATA FOR THE 
STANDALONE ETHYLENE SENSOR 
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A.1 SAS Program 
The SAS program for plotting the linear fit for the experimental data points for 
the sensitivity of pure SnC>2 obtained for Sample 1 is given below. The overall SAS 
program structure for generating the statistical analysis and plot remain the same for all 
the data points. Only the input data is changed for each set of experimental values. The x-
axis is the ethylene gas concentration (cone) and the y-axis represents the normalized 
capacitance (cape). 
data Sensitivity of pure SnC>2 for Sample 1; 
input cone cape; 
cards; 
0 0 
20 -1.2 
40 -1.9 
60 -2.6 
80 -3.3 
100 -5.2 
ods pdf file="DATAl.pdf; 
axisl label=(angle=90 "Normalized capacitance (pF)"); 
axis2 label=("Ethylene gas concentration (ppm)"); 
proc gplot data= Sensitivity of pure SnC>2 for Sample 1; 
plot capc*conc/vaxis=axisl haxis=axis2; 
run; 
proc reg; 
model cape = cone; 
plot capc*conc; 
run; 
ods pdf close; 
quit; 
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A.2 Output Data 
The output data obtained for the above program is given as follows. Similar data 
output was obtained for all the other data points. The number of data points taken for the 
SAS analysis is 6, of which the predicted values and square sum of error are calculated 
for 4 data points. 
The SAS System 
The REG Procedure 
ModekMOBELl 
Dependent Variable: cape 
Numlu'i of Obsi'i \ ntioiis Read 
Niuriliei ufOhsei rations I sert 
Analysis of Variance 
Source 
Model 
F.mir 
C in reeled Total 
! Sum of 
i 
DF j Squares 
i 
4 
5 
051619 
16.13333 
Mean 
Square 
i : •" " • • • 
i . i ~ 
0.14405 
F Value 
i . * - . . j 
Pi-
0 : 
•F 
UlVi 
Kimr MSF 
Dependent Mtau 
C of ff Vai 
037954 
-236661 
16.03673 
R- Square 
Adj R-Sq 
'V.9643 
'19554 
i 
1 
\"aliable | D r 
IIITH *-ept | i 
OI31C I 1 
Pai.imelti 
Pai.iinetci 
Fitimate 
• 52 
14 
Lstiitiates 
Standard 
Lirnr 
0.27469 
0.00454 
t Value 
-0.03 
-10.39 
Pr>j t | 
0.9740 
0.0005 
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A.3 Output Plot 
The output plot obtained for the above program is given below. The linear fit 
obtained (cape - -0.0095-0.0471 cone) gives the slope and the intercept values for the 
experimental data points. The plot also gives the number of data used and the root mean 
square error of the data points with respect to the predicted values. 
APPENDIX B 
CALCULATIONS FOR C02 GAS CONCENTRATION 
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The calculations for filling 1000, 2000, and 3000 ppm of CO2 gas in the chamber 
for the selectivity experiments using the given equipments are given below. The available 
data are, 
Size of the gas chamber = 2.15 L 
Total amount of CO2 gas required = 1000 ppm 
Pressure of the gas inside the CO2 gas cylinder (p) = 550 psi = 37.425 atm 
Flow rate of flowmeter = 1 SCFH = 0.472 L/min 
We know that 1 mg per L = 1 ppm, Hence, in order to fill a chamber of 2.15 L with 1000 
ppm, we need 2150 mg of the gas. 
Molar mass of C02 = 12 + (16 x 2) = 44 g/Mol. 
The number of moles («) present in 44g of C02 is 2.15/44 = 0.04886 moles. 
The total number of moles (JV) required with a flow rate of 0.472 L/min to fill the 2.15 L 
chamber is given as, 
RT 
Where p is the pressure, v is the volume, R is the universal gas constant (0.082057 L atm 
mole"1 K"1), and T is the temperature in Kelvin (300 K). 
„ 37.425x0.472 _ _ , „ - _ , , 
N = =0.717574 moles 
0.082057x300 
The time (/) required to fill 2.15 L of the chamber with flow rate of CO2 gas of 1 SCFH 
under 550 psi pressure is given as, 
_
 n 
~~N 
110 
_ 0.04886 
~ 0.717574 
= 0.0680905 min 
«4sec 
Thus, for filling 1000 ppm of CO2 gas we need 4 sec. But there is 300 ppm of 
CO2 gas in air which is already present inside the chamber which has to be taken into 
account as the CO2 gas is pumped into the chamber with the outlet closed. 
Therefore, for 1000 ppm we require the flowmeter to be open for 4 sec, then for 
700 ppm we need to keep the flowmeter open for 2.8 sec which can be approximated to 3 
sec. The summary of the time required for 1000, 2000, and 3000 ppm is given below. 
Concentration of CO2 gas (ppm) 
1000 (actual 700) 
2000 (actual 1700) 
3000 (actual 2700) 
Time (Sec) 
3 
7 
11 
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